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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

While the topic of classroom management and discipline is familiar to K-12
teachers, it is not one addressed by most programs to prepare teachers of adult English
language learners (ELLs). This is because, in general, adult students are more motivated
and mature than children, making discipline problems in the adult classroom less
common. Yet, adult students have experiences, opinions and expectations for their
education and for their teachers. Because of these attributes, adults may not always agree
with their teachers’ methods and may become defiant in the classroom in ways that are
more indirect than the ways that children are. The complexity of the situation is apparent
when we consider that, in the adult English as a second language (ESL) classroom, the
more clear-cut power dynamic between child student and adult teacher is replaced by a
less clear-cut one between adult student and adult teacher (Neuda, 2010). The
complexity is amplified when we consider how age, gender, race and culture play into
how teachers and students interact. This chapter outlines the issues surrounding adult
learners challenging their teachers’ authority in the classroom. It will address ways in
which learners act out and possible explanations for this defiance.
Ways Adults Disrupt
What teachers consider defiant behavior or a challenge to their authority can vary
widely. Dobmeier and Moran (2008) describe three degrees of disruptive behavior found
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among adult students: inattention, acting-out and threatening, harmful or violent actions.
Students may show their discomfort or disapproval of tasks by starting slowly or not
participating wholeheartedly. They may also make sarcastic comments, question the
value of teachers’ methods or talk while the teacher is talking (Dobmeier & Moran,
2008). Teachers react to these incidents in a variety of ways. Some ignore them, some
address them directly and explain the value of the task. Others actively consider and
incorporate student input and preferences into their lessons. Dobmeier and Moran
recommend that teachers act quickly when disruptive behavior surfaces to avoid
continuation and escalation of the behavior.
However, when a single student’s defiance continues or is not addressed by a
teacher who may feel unprepared to deal with it, it can be disruptive to the class as a
whole and distracting to the teacher, not allowing her to perform at her best, which in
turn, affects all students. A study by Dobmeier and Moran (2008) found that some
teachers felt hurt by students’ insinuation that they were bored by yawning or pretending
to sleep in class. Teachers may experience several other emotions when students are
defiant. They might feel inadequate, disrespected, frustrated, resentful, afraid, confused
or even angry. Just as students’ performance is affected by how they feel, so is the
teachers’. It is important that teachers know how to deal with this disruptive behavior so
that they can better serve their students.
Reasons for Disrupting
Several factors could explain why adult students may not perform optimally on a
daily basis. Adult ESL students in the U.S. are frequently dealing with poverty, racism
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and loss of country while also managing the usual stresses of life of all adults—caring for
children and aging parents, uncertainty about the future and perhaps even mental health
and substance abuse issues. Blaxter (1999) identifies concerns about finances, work and
childcare as possible distractions for adult students in a British community education
program. A study by Dobmeier and Moran (2008) investigating teachers’ assumptions
about why adult students act out showed that they believed students exhibited inattentive
behavior because they did not see the value in the instruction, were forced to be in the
class, did not realize they were exhibiting such behaviors and perhaps teachers had
lectured for too long. As The Great Recession continues and may more deeply affect
minorities, prolonged unemployment could possibly be yet another stressor for adult
students. These stresses and frustrations can make learning difficult and may even make
students more likely to act out. When teachers, the vast majority of whom are female,
interact with their students, some of whom are male and older than their teachers, age,
gender and culture may further complicate student-teacher interaction.
Gender Roles and Inter-generational Interaction in Traditional Cultures
While many of the cultures of adult ESL students value education and respect for
educators, these cultures may also have more traditionally defined gender roles and roles
based on age. In a show of respect, students frequently use the title “Teacher” to address
their classroom leaders and shy away from the use of first names (Neuda, 2010). In
contrast, other students may openly question teachers’ methods because, as McCargar
(1993) points out, they do not match up with what they grew up with in the schools of
their home countries. Some student may feel justified in challenging the authority of
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their teachers, in part, because of their culture’s hierarchy of age and gender. JohnsonBailey & Cervero’s (1998) study of teachers’ race and gender affect on student-teacher
interaction provides an example. One student’s expectations for how a black woman
should behave did not match up with how his professor behaved. He said that while the
professor was “dominant,” women in his culture were considered to be “ornamental.”
For some students, the gender and race of a teacher may trump the authoritative position
granted by their title (Johnson-Bailey & Cervero, 1998), which may give the student
license to challenge that teacher’s authority if they perceive their position to be higher
because of their own race and gender.
A major goal of this study is for me to compare my own experience and
corresponding interpretation of defiant student behavior with those of other teachers.
This exercise will be particularly useful to me because I find it difficult to be objective
about what I have interpreted to be disruptive behavior and to know its cause. This study
will help me to better understand this issue by examining other teachers’ experiences
with disruptive behavior and their beliefs about the reasons for it. My experience with
one student in particular is the impetus for the study. The student was Hmong and his
age exceeded mine by about twenty years. There had been several instances in which he,
in my view, acted defiantly in a challenge to my authority. There were several instances
in which he did not engage in choral repetition, stopped working before class ended, not
followed directions, directly questioned my methods in front of other students and did not
greeted me. There were however, two other, more significant incidents.
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The primary event involved my recommendation to him that he begin taking a
different class. He had been in my class for about a year and had learned the computer
skills and many of the job search skills I teach. He was already a citizen, so the content
of the citizenship lessons was not particularly applicable to him. Most importantly, his
score on the state-mandated standardized reading test for adults, the CASAS
(Comprehensive Adult Student Assessment System) test had actually gone down
throughout the year. He was already in the Advanced level, which is widely considered
to be difficult to move out of. My class was multi-level with students’ reading abilities
ranging from the CASAS High Beginning to Advanced levels. This student had learned
the other skills the class offered, but, in my opinion, if he was going to advance in his
language skills, he needed to move to a leveled class in which all the other students were
on par with each other. After a series of the above-mentioned minor episodes, I
concluded that his behavior may have been a result of boredom, so I recommended
another class to him.
In a private, face-to-face meeting I explained that his test score was not going up,
that it was not his fault and that I thought he needed to attend an Advanced level ESL
class. He seemed very amicable to this prospect. He uttered several “Alright”s and
“okay”s. I gave him the teacher’s name, the class times, the location of the site, which he
remarked was quite close to his home, and advised him to start within the next few days.
At the conclusion of the conversation, I assumed that he was finished with my class and
would be moving to the other class in the immediate future. However, he kept coming
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back to my class. Because he disregarded my recommendation and never provided an
explanation, I interpreted this as an affront to my authority.
The second significant incident occurred when I was eliciting from students what
they knew about the CASAS test and our reasons for taking it. In front of the whole class
he said, “We’ve had this question too many times.” He seemed to not see the value in
discussing the topic and did not see a problem with objecting to the exercise directly to
me in front of other students. He did not want me to ask the questions and did not want
to answer them. While this would seem insignificant to K-12 teachers who regularly deal
with difficult, rebellious students, a comment like this is rare in adult ESL classrooms. I
found it to be disrespectful and inappropriate given my position as teacher and his as
student.
While culture matters, it is not everything. There are other possible explanations
for his behavior, such as depression because of a period of lengthy unemployment or
boredom with class content. Furthermore, he was the only student with these specific
characteristics that I have had who has behaved in this way. On the other hand, it is
possible that other teachers in other contexts have had similar problems with students
from other cultures with traditionally defined gender roles. It is my hope that this study
may shed light on their interpretations of incidents like these.
As I embark on this study, I acknowledge that I believe culturally prescribed
gender roles and roles based on age may explain why adult ESL students defy teachers. I
also acknowledge that I felt that this student’s behavior was clearly defiant, but that he,
and other teachers, may not interpret his behavior in the same way.
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Guiding Questions
My guiding questions are, “What are teachers’ interpretations of possible causes
of disruptive behavior by learners in adult ESL classes?” In addition, I will examine the
following sub-questions: “How have other ESL teachers responded to disruptive
behavior?” “Why did they respond in the way they did?” and “How did teachers feel
about the incident and the way they responded?”
Role of the Researcher
In this study, I will explore the kinds of experiences ESL teachers of adult
learners have had with student challenges to their authority. I am also interested in how
those teachers reacted to these incidents and their hypotheses regarding why students
behaved the way they did. I have three years of experience working and learning with
the local community of teachers of adult ELLs. The aforementioned experience with a
resistive student is what drives my interest in this topic. I recruited participants through
my personal and professional networks.
Summary
In this chapter, I have established the purpose and importance of the study by
previewing some of the related topics such as the ways in which adult students may be
disruptive. I have also listed some of the possible reasons they do so, such as stresses of
daily life, not seeing the value of the lesson and factors related to culture and age. I have
also described my background and role in the study and included my own experience
with a resistive adult ESL student who challenged my authority. I concluded the chapter
by providing my guiding questions and biases.
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Chapter Overviews
Chapter Two provides a review of the relevant literature. In Chapter Three I will
describe the methods I used to collect data for the study. Chapter Four presents my
results. I will conclude with Chapter Five in which I will interpret my results and their
implications as well as the weaknesses of the study.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

The purpose of this study was to describe the disruptive or resistive behavior and
challenges to authority that adult ESL students exhibit. It also investigates teachers’
reactions to such behavior and their perceptions regarding the reasons students behave
this way. This chapter includes a review of the literature pertaining to power dynamics
between adult teachers and students and the types of disruptive behavior exhibited by
adults in non-ESL classrooms. It also includes the reasons why this behavior in adults
can come as a surprise to teachers, the reasons why adult students disrupt and special
considerations for ESL students related to culture and past experiences of war. I
conclude the chapter with ways in which teachers can prevent and react appropriately to
this type of behavior and a description of why my study fills a gap in the current body of
research on the topic.
Power Dynamics Between Adult Students and Their Teachers
While it is quite clear that the teacher-student power dynamic between an adult
teacher and child student is unequal, it is less clear between adult teachers and adult
students. While there is an effort in some adult education settings to keep student-teacher
relationships egalitarian (Johnson-Bailey & Cervero, 1998) and this relationship is
conceivably equal (Hughes, 2000), others nevertheless deem this relationship unequal.
For example, Metz (1978) indicates that teachers are legitimate possessors of power
based solely on the position they hold. He labels this Traditional authority. In her report
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on adult ESL classrooms, Neuda (2010) lists several ways in which teachers of adult ESL
students maintain and enhance their positions of power in the classroom. According to
her, teachers “show off” their knowledge of the language, which they got only by virtue
of their birth in an English-speaking country. She also indicates that teachers are
impatient when learners do not seem to see or acquire language features that are utterly
obvious to teachers themselves, so teachers may not succeed at creating an atmosphere
safe for taking risks. She goes on to say that teachers sometimes even treat their adult
students like children and allow them to use the honorific title of “Teacher,” which brings
with it their subordination. Finally she attests that teachers behave in maternal ways,
“caring” for their students as their parents might have.
Research indicates that students seem to feel more comfortable with their teachers
holding positions of power and sometimes play a role in maintaining the status quo
(Margo, 2008; Neuda, 2010). This may take the shape of a parent-child type of
relationship. As children, many immigrants and refugees may have “grown up fast.” A
Liberian student who participated in Magro’s (2008) study of the challenges and literacy
needs of adults from war-affected backgrounds described her refugee childhood this way,
“You lose your childhood and become an adult overnight” (p.28). Perhaps we treat our
students like children, as Neuda (2010) notes, because they like the feeling of being cared
for and not having to hold all the responsibility of their sometimes weighty lives all of the
time.
In another example of students upholding traditional classroom power dynamics,
a 1998 study by Johnson-Bailey & Cervero describes how power dynamics of the broader
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society follow students and teachers into university classrooms and how students
regularly resisted a professor who tried to share power by implementing a system of selfgovernance in his college classroom. They also recounted moments in which they felt
discomfort with how the professor shared power with students and did not utilize his
position of authority as often as they would have liked (Johnson-Bailey & Cervero,
1998).
Students can help to maintain their teachers’ positions of power by simply doing
as they are told. Speaking of power and authority more generally, people who hold
subordinate positions, while they may be subordinate, still have a role to play in power
dynamics. Barnard (1979) argues that those who take orders must give their consent to
be directed if they are to follow those directives. Metz and Weber (as cited by Pace &
Hemmings, 2007) suggest that people will not allow themselves to be ordered around by
what they perceive to be an illegitimate authority figure. In sum, students maintain status
quo power relationships with their teachers by behaving the way we expect them to—in a
subordinate way.
While some students take part in maintaining their teachers’ position of power,
others challenge it with the help of the inequalities we find in the broader society. In
their study of university classrooms, Johnson-Bailey and Cervero (1998) showed that
inequalities due to race, gender, class, sexual orientation and disability follow students
and teachers into the classroom. Maher and Tetreault (1994) contend that positionality is
the most important factor in determining how teachers and students interact with each
other in the classroom. Positionality describes how culture, gender, race, age and sexual
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orientation of teachers and students impact their interactions in the classroom. JohnsonBailey and Cervero’s (1998) example of a white male student questioning his black
female professor regarding an exam answer in front of the class shows how positionality
affects student-teacher dynamics according to race and gender; just as race, age, gender,
class and sexual orientation impact power dynamics outside of the classroom, they also
have an influence inside the classroom.
Ways Adult Students Disrupt
The focus of this study is on non-native English speakers, but there appear to be
no studies pertaining to disruptive behavior of adult students in ESL in particular.
Studies on the general population of adult students and their teachers in university and
community college settings provide some findings that may be applicable to adult ESL
students specifically.
Adult students can disrupt class and resist and challenge their teachers in many
ways. In an exchange in which a male student questioned his black female professor’s
assessment of his exam answer, positionality trumped the traditional dynamic of teacher
as superior and student as subordinate as described in a study of college classrooms by
Johnson-Bailey and Cervero (1998). In what another student described as a
“confrontational manner,” (p. 395) the male student engaged in a prolonged exchange
with the black female professor regarding the correctness of his exam answer. After
allowing him to talk at length in front of other students, she suggested they talk one-onone after class. This challenge is especially striking given Cervero’s—the other
researcher in the study who is a white man—assertion that he has never been questioned
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by a student regarding a grade given on an exam. Another student who witnessed the
exchange wondered if the challenging student would have done the same thing if the
professor had been a white man. In addition, it seems that the student’s expectations for
how a black woman should behave did not match up with how his professor behaved. He
said that while the professor was “dominant,” women in his culture were considered to be
“ornamental” (Johnson-Bailey & Cervero, 1998). His positionality as a male and cultural
view may be what gave him license, in his mind, to challenge the authority of his teacher.
While the Johnson-Bailey & Cervero study sheds light on the issue of disruptive behavior
in adult students, it does not address the particulars of this behavior in adult ESL
students.
Questioning a professor’s assessment of an answer to an exam question is one
form of student rebellion, but there are several others. In their review of the adult
education literature on disruptive behavior in adult students, who they define as students
in ESL, ABE, GED, college, vocational apprenticeship and job training programs,
Dobmeier and Moran (2008) provide three categories of behavior: inattention, acting out
and threatening/harmful/violent. Harrison (1986) defines disruptive behavior as anything
ranging from students arriving late to committing violent acts against classmates or
teachers. According to Dobmeier and Moran (2008), the most common type is
inattention, which is not intentionally disruptive, and includes daydreaming, not focusing,
engaging in side conversations with classmates and leaving the classroom. Harrison
(1986) listed missing class, daydreaming, socializing with friends, not participating in
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class discussions and not completing homework as disruptive behaviors found in High
School Equivalency programs that, while common, are not severe.
Students may also behave in more disruptive ways than simply being inattentive.
In the more extreme category of acting out, Dobmeier and Moran (2008) include the
following: answering cell phones in class, feigning yawns to convey boredom, abstaining
from classroom activities and saying that activities are not worthwhile. These acts are
done in open defiance and may be done to intentionally offend the teacher or classmates.
Along the same lines, the following behaviors were reported to occur in a black female
professor’s college classroom: students challenged her role as a disseminator of
knowledge, engaged in conflicts with her, engaged in classroom crosstalk and
disregarded classroom rules (Johnson-Bailey & Cervero, 1998). While Dobmeier and
Moran (2008) as well as Harrison mention violent and threatening acts as disruptive
behaviors exhibited by adult students, this study will not address them. Instead I will
focus on the more common types of disruption—inattentiveness and acting out.
Unexpected and Overlooked: The Disruptive Adult Student
Because of their age and the assumption that follows—that they know how to
behave properly in a classroom—and the fact that most participate by their own volition,
it is often assumed that adult students rarely, if ever act in ways that are disruptive
(Harrison, 1986). But, the aforementioned examples indicate that disruption does occur
in the adult education classroom. This can come as a surprise to novice teachers and
those outside of the field. After all, a hallmark of adult education is its qualities of
“choice” and “empowerment” (Dobmeier & Moran, 2008, p. 31). Similarly, in her study
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of reasons why adult students left a work-skills training program held in a European
community center, Blaxter (1999) points out that because adult education is usually
voluntary and adults choose to be there, their resistance can be confounding. She also
suggests that resistance in some adult classes is inevitable. Teachers are put in quite a
precarious position when adult students act out. In her paper, which examines adult
student resistance through feminist post-structural pedagogies, Hughes (2000) points out
that when students resist, we are caught between the adult student’s right to reject the
material and our belief that the material is valuable. Teachers of resistive children may
easily be able to assume that they “know better” than their students, but teachers of adults
cannot so easily rely on such a comforting thought. While Riddell (1989) indicates that
research on resistance among school children is quite plentiful, Blaxter (1999) notes that
more needs to be done in an adult context.
Reasons for Disrupting: Adult Basic Education and College Settings
There are several possible reasons why adult students in general behave in a
disruptive way. Dobmeier and Moran (2008) organize the reasons into four categories.
The first group pertains to the individual’s brain functioning and can include psychiatric
and substance abuse disorders, learning disabilities and cognitive impairment. The
second they describe has to do with the student’s social background, which may not have
allowed him or her to develop appropriate social skills for school settings. The third
concerns the learning environment in which mandatory participation, ambiguous or
impertinent—in the eyes of the student—learning objectives, unsatisfactory teacher
performance and poor teacher-student relationships may cause students to be disruptive.
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Several other studies fall in line with Dobmeir and Moran’s (2008) final category
which relates to the stress the student may face from “managing multiple roles” (p. 34)
pertaining to work, school, family, finances and transportation. Adults juggle work and
family commitments while attending class (Blaxter, 1999). In their article about
effectively managing adult education classrooms, Gomberg and Gray (2002) attest that
adult learners are engaged in a balancing act in which they manage work, family,
religions and social responsibilities, all while attending school at the same time.
Harrison (1986) hypothesizes that younger students may be disruptive because
they have trouble returning to the classroom. This could also be true, and perhaps even
more so, for older students who may be more self-conscious about their age in what is
considered to be a younger person’s domain—school. In addition, middle and advanced
age students have had longer lives than young students and therefore, may have been out
of the classroom even longer than young people, making the return even more difficult
for them. Finally, older adults may not learn as quickly as young people, which may
cause their re-entry to the classroom to be particularly anxiety-provoking.
The Johnson-Bailey and Cervero (1998) study of university classrooms suggests
that if students perceive their own positionality due to race, gender and class to be
superior to that of their instructor, it was socially acceptable to challenge their instructor
or become disruptive. So, perceived higher position on the part of the student, because of
his race, class or gender, may also be a reason for disruption. All the aforementioned
studies and essays have pertained to adult students and their teachers in general. Next, I
will turn to the special issues facing adult ESL students.
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Reasons for Disrupting in Adult ESL Classrooms
Any of the above reasons for being disruptive can apply to adult ESL students,
but these students also have a whole host of other possible reasons all their own. These
pertain to culture, value systems that do not match up with the dominant culture,
traumatic pasts related to the refugee experience and struggles unique to starting a new
life in a foreign land. The following review of literature focuses on adult ESL students in
particular. However, this body of research falls short in that it does not include a study
that describes and explains disruptive and resistive behavior in adult ESL students.
Cultural Considerations for the ESL Classroom
When students enter the ESL classroom, they interact with the dominant culture
which is not their own; this interaction can be fertile ground for discomfort and conflict
related to culture. Culture usually pertains to values and what is considered to be normal
behavior by a particular group of people. Metz (1978) defines moral order as commonly
held values and norms that unite people in reaching their shared goals. When people who
do not share the same moral order come together there is great potential for conflict (Pace
& Hemmings, 2007). Related to values, Dobmeier and Moran (2008) cite cultural
dissonance and clashes caused by gender-related values as potential threats to classroom
harmony in their discussion of disruptive behavior in adult education environments in
general.
While they do not address disruptive behavior in adult ESL students specifically,
several authors acknowledge the importance of considering culture when looking at
interactions in diverse environments such as the ESL classroom (Johnson-Bailey &
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Cervero, 1998; Crago, 1992; Poole, 1992). Still other authors emphasize how easily
miscommunication can occur when people of different backgrounds interact. Wolfson
(1989) points out that people from different sociocultural backgrounds have different
value systems which unconsciously show up in the ways people speak and behave.
When people of different sociocultural backgrounds communicate, intercultural
miscommunication can happen easily according to Chaika (1989), who also maintains
that if one person chooses the wrong language style for the situation, communication may
not occur. Misinterpretation has the potential to go both ways. A person may
misinterpret and may also be misinterpreted, according to Wolfson (1989). In the context
of the classroom, because of culture, both teachers and students can misinterpret each
other.
While culture is generally important, modes of teaching and learning and the
accompanying expectations of what is appropriate among both students and teachers are
perhaps the most salient aspects in how culture plays a role in the classroom. In her
article examining communicative competence and what she calls “participant structure
rules” in the adult ESL classroom, Fowler-Frey (1998) asserts that rules of classroom
participation are defined by culture, gender, age and other factors. And according to
Lemke (1989), these rules pertain to getting started, asking and answering questions,
interrupting and keeping control. In their review of the literature regarding authority in
the classroom, Pace & Hemmings (2007) point out that educational anthropologists have
detailed several cases of misunderstandings about what is considered appropriate
classroom behavior as it relates to culture. Students’ culturally-defined notions for what
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is appropriate classroom behavior affect their attitudes toward the class as well as their
willingness to participate.
McCargar (1993) agrees that students bring expectations for teacher relationships
and behavior from their experiences in their home countries. In her digest pertaining to
cross-cultural issues in the adult ESL classroom, McGroarty (1993) suggests that students
may think the teacher is “lazy” or may even be offended if she is too informal, especially
if students’ past educators have been rigid and authoritative. Related to behavior,
students’ diverse sensibilities about what is appropriate to discuss in class may be
offended by well-meaning teachers. Even questions that seem to be innocuous enough—
such as, “Where were you born?” “How long did you live in your native country?” and
“Do you have a job?” (McGroarty, 1993)—while common in ESL classrooms, may bring
up bad memories or feelings of shame and inadequacy.
While there seems to be no study that examines disruptive behavior in adult ESL
students, seemingly resistant or disruptive behavior may surface in students who are
experiencing cultural clashes in the classroom. Podeschi (1990) found that students who
were not members of the dominant culture had difficulty with American teaching and
learning styles that did not seem to take into account their own culturally-specific styles.
Podeschi provides the example of the conflict between the mainstream American cultural
value of individualism with the Hmong cultural value of interdependence. These values
might manifest themselves in a classroom where a teacher values individual over group
work. Neuda (2010) goes so far as to say that if the student perceives the host culture to
be hostile, they may lose enthusiasm for learning. Similarly, students may resist if,
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according to Poole (1992), they receive an implicit rejection of their own cultures in
classrooms that only allow dominant modes of teaching and learning. These examples
seem to suggest that when students’ expectations for learning do not match up with their
experiences in their new environment, they may become resistant.
Teachers also have expectations for what they deem to be appropriate student
behavior, which is steeped in American culture. American teachers may expect students
to be “self-reliant, at ease in expressing and defending personal opinions, and interested
in personal advancement,” (McGroarty, 1993) but Brown (1994) asserts that students
have their own sense for what is good behavior, which is shaped by their native cultures.
This behavior may not work well when exercised in their new environments. In fact,
they may come in direct conflict with their values of communalism, group orientation and
humility (Sandage et al, 2003). Finally, because of their links to culture, ways of
disposing of garbage and appropriate manners for smoking, eating, drinking and using
toilets are possible sources of affronts to teachers and extremely diverse learner
expectations for appropriate behavior in the ESL classroom (McGroarty, 1993).
If students do not behave in ways that teachers expect them to, teachers may
interpret student behavior to be intentionally resistive or disruptive even though the
student may simply be grappling with the cultural dissonance they are experiencing.
Teachers may be complicit in this unfortunate situation because, while they have
expectations for appropriate interaction, they rarely explain them even though they may
be foreign to students (Fowler-Frey, 1998).
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Issues Pertaining to ESL Students from War-Affected Backgrounds
Adult ESL students coming from war-affected backgrounds are not only dealing
with the typical problems of any adult, as well as the problems of navigating a new
culture, but they may also very well be facing yet another set of problems and issues
unique to a traumatic past. A qualitative study by Magro (2008) examining the
experiences of ten adult learners from war-affected backgrounds who sought refuge in
Canada and their teachers sheds light on these issues.
Participants in the Magro (2008) study listed the following as some of the barriers
affecting their ability to reach their goals in their new environments: problems learning
English, loss of loved ones and difficulty reuniting with displaced family members,
financial troubles, loss of professional status, difficulty balancing multiple roles of work,
family and school, academic responsibilities, not having enough time to complete
educational goals and general distress about the future.
Mojab (2006) attests that refugees not only flee difficult pasts, but they are faced
with futures working to adjust to new surroundings and rebuild their lives in a foreign
society. In the words of one Sudanese refugee to Canada, “To start your life all over
again is a huge undertaking and the window of time to learn how to manage finances, and
finish your education is very limited” (Magro, 2008, p. 29). According to Brown (1994),
when a person migrates from one culture to another their world-view and the very
definition of themselves may be upset. Al-Issa and Tousignat (1997) suggest that the
first few years of resettlement has the potential to adversely affect mental health more so
than refugees’ past experiences in their native countries.
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Traumas of war and loss of family and country and the distress that go along with
them are likely to adversely affect learning. For example, students from war-affected
backgrounds may have had interruptions in their education resulting in significant
knowledge gaps (Magro, 2008). Freire (as cited by Magro, 2008) points out that those
who have lived in violent situations are more likely to suffer from chronic stress, anxiety,
depression and learning problems. Horsman (as cited by Magro, 2008) found that adults
who have experienced trauma may experience impaired ability to concentrate and retain
new information along with reluctance to take risks or try new things. The stresses of
refugee life compounded by the cultural clashes that may occur in the classroom
environment seem to make refugee students likely candidates for exhibiting what could
be construed as disruptive or resistive classroom behavior.
The Teachers’ Role in Preventing and Dealing with Disruptive Behavior
Teachers can take several steps in an effort to prevent disruptive or resistive
behavior in their students. Student disruption can be viewed as a challenge to teacher
authority. Teachers can shake up classroom power dynamics in an effort to empower
students by sharing the power bestowed on them by virtue of their mere title. Teachers
can do this by, as Neuda (2010) puts it, “learning to shut up” and letting students “show
off” (p. 4) what they know, thereby becoming the possessors of power via their own
knowledge with the use of several techniques. For example, teachers can have students
do presentations about their countries, get them to talk about the problems in their lives
with the goal of solving them and encourage peer correction rather than engaging in
correction ourselves. She also suggests that teachers can let students design quizzes and
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do them in groups in which students have to explain answers. They can also have
students work in small groups, which feels safer, promotes convivial relationships
between students and practices a skill important for the workplace. These
recommendations remind us, yet again, of the value of striving for a student-centered
classroom. Along with these good teaching strategies, teachers should conduct good
activities that pique students’ intellectual curiosity and explain their relevance (Dobmeier
& Moran, 2008). Becker, et al. recommend that teachers take an interest in students by
making conversation with them (as cited by Harrison, 1986). This may sound simple
enough, but in a busy day, teachers may need to make concerted efforts to take the time
to chat. Teachers should also take care to protect the self-esteem of students (Dobmeier
& Moran, 2008).
These techniques are preventative in nature. Disruption and resistance as they
relate to culture can also be prevented through several culturally-focused interventions to
stop negative behavior before it starts. Teachers ought to learn about the cultures of their
students and determine how cultural values might play out in the classroom. Garcia and
Ortiz (1998) recommend that teachers learn about their students’ cultures to
accommodate them in the classroom. McGroarty (1993) recommends making efforts at
cross-cultural understanding in the ESL classroom on the part of both teachers and
learners. Teachers should also explain exactly how culture operates in the classroom
(Fowler-Frey, 1998). Furthermore, in promoting a successful learning environment,
Fowler-Frey (1998) deems essential knowing how culture affects learning in the ESL
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classroom. For example, people of some cultures will continue to talk until interrupted,
(Neuda, 2010) but interrupting could be very uncomfortable for many American teachers.
As mentioned earlier, teachers usually have their own culturally defined
expectations for how students should behave, yet they rarely make them explicit (FowlerFrey, 1998). Fowler-Frey asserts that teachers need to teach students the kind of
culturally defined behavior that is expected in and out of the classroom. Brown (1994)
says sociolinguistic rules should be part of the second language curriculum. Furthermore,
teachers should be explicit about their expectations for student behavior and in doing so,
teach the learner how to learn. However, the teacher should be cautioned to add the host
culture’s expected ways of behaving, rather than correct or replace learners’ existing
culturally preferred behavior, so as to not degrade the student’s native behavior (FowlerFrey, 1998) because, as indicated earlier, if the student perceives the host culture to be
hostile, they may lose enthusiasm for learning (Neuda, 2010).
Magro (2008) makes several recommendations for working with students from
war-affected backgrounds. She asserts that teachers must understand refugee students’
experiences to be able to help them learn successfully. She also recommends that they
learn about the political and cultural backgrounds of their students. This could be aided
by giving students the opportunity to express how they feel about their new lives and
reflect on their pasts through writing, thereby honoring what they had been through.
Teachers who participated in Magro’s study indicated that educators need to help
students with short-term goals so that learners can take care of immediate financial needs
of their families while planning for long term goals that give students hope for the future
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that they might have a satisfying career some day. She emphasizes the importance of
instilling hope in this particular group of students.
If it is too late for prevention, Dobmeier and Moran (2008) provide suggestions
for dealing with disruption and resistance as they occur. First, they caution that behavior
may persist or worsen if it is ignored or dealt with poorly. Even though many of the
teachers they surveyed indicated they felt unprepared to deal with student disruptions, the
authors advise teachers to view the situation as an opportunity to teach appropriate
behavior. Participant-teachers in the study recommended that teachers should have a
private, friendly and empathetic conversation with disruptive students. They add that
these conversations may take some bravery and skill. Teachers must analyze the
behavior because there may be more than one cause, so more than one intervention—
which may occur at the same time—might be needed.
The Gap
As this chapter has outlined, adult ESL students have a long list of reasons why
they might seem resistive or actually behave disruptively or challenge their teachers in
the classroom. Like all adult students, they are concerned with adult matters such as
making the rent, finding work and caring for children. But as residents in a newly
adopted country, they also face cultural disharmony. If they have come because of war in
their home countries, they may also be grieving the loss of their countries and their loved
ones. This chapter has also shown that, while it is unexpected because of the voluntary
nature of most adult education programs, members of the general adult student
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population do, in fact, behave in disruptive ways by not fully participating, challenging
their teachers’ assessments of their work and generally being inattentive.
The literature describes and explains resistive and disruptive behavior in non-ESL
adult students in general (Johnson-Bailey & Cervero, 1998; Dobmeier and Moran, 2008;
Harrison, 1986; Blaxter, 1999; Hughes, 2000; Gomberg & Gray, 2002). In separate
studies, it also provides several explanations for why adult ESL students in particular
might seem to be disruptive or resistive (Neuda, 2010; Magro, 2008; Fowler-Frey, 1998;
McGroarty, 1993). Despite the evidence of disruptive behavior in the general population
of adult students and the myriad of reasons why adult ESL students in particular might
seem or actually be disruptive, I have not been able to find a single study that describes
and explain disruptive behavior in adult ESL students. My study aims to help fill this gap
by gathering teacher perspectives.
Research Questions
The purpose of this study is to describe adult ESL students’ behavior that might
be described as disruptive, resistive or challenging to teacher authority. My interest in
this topic has come from my own experience with this type of behavior in one of my
students. My guiding questions are “What are teachers’ interpretations of possible causes
of disruptive behavior by learners in adult ESL classes?” In addition, I will examine the
following sub-questions: “How have other ESL teachers responded to disruptive
behavior?” “Why did they respond in the way they did?” and “How did teachers feel
about the incident and the way they responded?”
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Summary
In this chapter, I have reviewed the existing research that pertains to the topic of
resistive and disruptive behavior in adult ESL students. The generally accepted power
dynamic of teacher as superior and student as subordinate and how teachers and students
maintain that dynamic was described. Adult students in college and ABE settings behave
disruptively in various ways to include challenging their teacher’s assessments of their
work, arriving late and daydreaming. This can be surprising given that participating in
education is not compulsory for adults, as it is for children. Students in college and ABE
settings behave disruptively for a variety of reasons. It may be a reaction to the everyday
stresses of adult life. They may find the learning objectives to be irrelevant or they may
have a substance abuse issue. Adult ESL students are susceptible to the issues that all
adults are, but they may behave in a disruptive or resistive ways for a number of other
reasons concerning cultural dissonance and a past that includes traumas of war. Teachers
can take action to prevent this behavior and can respond constructively to it when it
occurs. In the next chapter, I will describe my planned methods for collecting data. I
will conduct a qualitative study in which I will interview teachers about their experiences
with students who disrupt, resist or challenge their authority.
The following chapter describes the research paradigm and methods I plan to use.
I will begin with a description of qualitative research and my rationale for choosing this
particular paradigm. A description of survey research and the rationale for its use is
provided. This is followed by a description of anticipated participants, the setting and
interviewing. The procedure I plan to use as well as a description of how I plan to
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analyze and verify my data will come next. The chapter concludes with the steps I plan
to take to ensure ethical practices in my study.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this study is to investigate teachers’ perceptions of their
experiences with adult ESL students challenging their authority or behaving in a
disruptive or resistive way. It also concerns teachers’ reactions to such behavior and their
opinions regarding the reasons for it. Therefore, the following questions guided my
inquiry: “What are teachers’ interpretations of possible causes of disruptive behavior by
learners in adult ESL classes?” In addition, I examined the following sub-questions:
“How have other ESL teachers responded to disruptive behavior?” “Why did they
respond in the way they did?” and “How did teachers feel about the incident and the way
they responded?”
Overview of the Chapter
This chapter details the research paradigm and methods I used. I begin with a
description of qualitative research and my rationale for choosing this particular paradigm.
This is followed by a description of the participants, the setting, the data collection
techniques—a survey and interviews—and procedure I used. A description of how I
analyzed and verified my data comes next. The chapter concludes with the steps I took to
ensure ethical practices in my study.
Qualitative Research Paradigm
My study is what Merriam (2009) calls “basic” qualitative research in that it
contains the core element that all qualitative studies have—a goal of understanding how
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people interpret their lives and experiences—but does not include elements of more
complex and in-depth studies involving phenomenology, ethnography or grounded
theory. My study seeks to understand how teachers describe, experience and make sense
of disruptive or resistive behavior among adult ESL students.
Because so little, if any, research has been done on disruptive and resistive
behavior exhibited by adult ESL students, my study was exploratory and descriptive in
nature, so a qualitative research paradigm was appropriate. The purpose of qualitative
research is to describe a phenomenon and explore the meaning attached to it, rather than
to count it or prove causality, as would be done in quantitative research (Merriam, 2009;
Mckay, 2006). My primary research question asks teachers to give their perceptions of
why students behave disruptively. Because a qualitative paradigm is concerned with that
open-ended question of “why,” it is the appropriate one (McKay, 2006). Furthermore,
while a teacher may make sense of the same event differently from the way the student
does, my research will be concerned with interpretation and can therefore be labeled as
qualitative (Merriam, 2009). In addition, before interventions can be tested and incidents
can be counted, as a quantitative study might do, it is necessary to describe resistive and
disruptive behavior on the part of adult ELLs, so that those who eventually count and
intervene are in agreement on a description of the phenomenon.
Data Collection
This section details my two methods of data collection: surveys and interviews.
Because the participants, setting and procedure were different for each method of data
collection, this section first describes, separately for each method, the participants and
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setting, then the data collection method and finally the procedure. Surveys are described
first, followed by interviews.
Survey Participants
Survey participants included teachers of adult ESL who both did and did not have
any experience with what they would deem resistive or disruptive behavior in a student.
This allowed me to get a sense of how common these experiences were and it helped me
to more clearly define the behavior based on the perceptions of teachers. I sent the
survey out to several listservs associated with centers and organizations of adult language
acquisition. Because I easily accessed these participants, the sample is one of
convenience (Dornyei, 2003).
Survey Setting
Participants’ settings were varied because the survey was distributed online.
Respondents selected one of the following types: college or university, community-based
organization, school district or private company. I distributed the survey via my
professional connections, so it is likely that most respondents worked in the upper
Midwest.
Surveys
With the use of a survey, Dobmeier and Moran (2008) explored the perceptions,
beliefs and experiences of graduate students regarding disruptive behavior in their adult
students (2008). In a similar fashion, I obtained a broad spectrum of teachers’
perspectives on resistive student behavior via a survey distributed by email. Surveys are
written questionnaires that collect three kinds of data: factual, behavioral and attitudinal.
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In second language learning research, fact-based questions are used to obtain
demographic information of teachers and students such as their gender, age, race and
level (McKay, 2006; Dornyei, 2003). Factual data collected in this type of research may
also include students’ language learning history and the length of time spent in the second
language environment (Dornyei, 2003). Language learning history of students and basic
demographics of students and teachers were relevant to my study. What students and
teachers do is the focus of behavioral questions (McKay, 2006; Dornyei, 2003). In the
case of my study, behavioral questions pertained to what teachers did in response to a
student’s disruptive behavior. Attitudinal questions get at opinions, beliefs, values,
attitudes and interests (McKay, 2006; Dornyei, 2003). These types of questions were
particularly useful in answering my central question regarding teachers’ perceptions of
disruptive student behavior.
The great advantages of surveys are their efficiency in terms of cost and time as
well as their ease of use (McKay, 2006; Dornyei, 2003). With the use of online tools
such as Survey Monkey©, which make creating and distributing surveys easy and simple,
the amount of time invested in creating the survey paid off in that it resulted in a return of
fifty-six responses. Once the hard work of designing the questions was finished, I sent
the survey out and simply waited for the data to be entered by participants. Survey
Monkey© is also quite cost effective. A monthly subscription, which permits unlimited
questions and responses, text analysis of responses and skip-logic, among other features,
ranges from $17 to $25.
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While these advantages are significant, surveys also come with their
disadvantages. First, participants may not always be truthful. They may provide
responses that they think the researcher wants (McKay, 2006), or they may respond in a
way that reflects more positively on themselves than the actual truth does (Dornyei,
2003). Participants may also be brief in the responses. Participants may not want to
spend much time on the survey, so their responses are lacking in length (McKay, 2006;
Dornyei, 2003). Similarly, fatigue effect can set in toward the end of a long survey,
whereby respondents become less thorough and complete in their answers (Dornyei,
2003). Related to this problem of length, responses may also be lacking depth.
Participants’ responses are often superficial or one-dimensional (McKay, 2006; Dornyei,
2003). Finally, as Dornyei (2003) points out, surveys infrequently provide rich, in depth
perspectives of respondents.
Survey Procedure
First, I piloted my survey at a professional gathering of teachers of adult English
language learners. Fourteen paper copies of the survey were returned to me. I
discovered through the pilot that I had neglected to include an item regarding gender. I
then edited the survey and administered it using the online software Survey Monkey©.
The survey (Appendix A) collected factual information such as teacher age, race, gender
and number of years in the field as well as demographic information of students who had
exhibited resistive behavior. These factual questions are closed—participants chose from
a list of pre-determined responses (McKay, 2006). Because the survey’s purpose was to
get a general idea of teachers’ experiences with disruptive behavior and its causes, with
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more in-depth responses coming from interviews, the corresponding attitudinal questions
were also closed. For example, respondents chose from a list of student behaviors.
Using closed questions in the survey had the advantage of easy compilation and analysis.
Finally, the survey has one open feature in which respondents had the option to write in,
for example, a behavior not listed, which allowed me to capture behaviors I had not
thought to include (McKay, 2006). The study was also reviewed by a university human
subjects review board.
Interview Participants
I interviewed five teachers of adult ESL students who had had experiences with
disruptive or resistive students. I recruited most interviewees via the survey, which
requested that teachers interested in being interviewed provide their contact information.
Contact information was kept separate from survey responses to protect participants’
confidentiality. In an effort to include at least one male interviewee, I recruited my one
male participant by asking a local teacher trainer if she knew any male teachers who had
had an experience with a disruptive student. I interviewed teachers who had had a
pertinent experience within the last year so that they could more accurately relay the
details of what occurred, as well as their impressions.
Interview Setting
The broader setting for the study is the metropolitan area of a large Midwestern
city. Interactions with two of the students occurred in programs housed in communitybased organizations. Two incidents occurred in programs associated with school
districts, and two occurred in college settings.
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Pseudonym Gender Race

Age Setting

Frank
Margaret

34
43

Brianne
Carrie
Kathy

male
female
female
female
female

white
white
white
white
white

31
27
33

non-profit CBO
ABE program in a
school district
non-profit CBO
university
ABE program in a
school district

Years of
Experience
-5 1/2
12
4
5

Table 1. Teacher interviewee demographics

Interviews

Revisiting one of the disadvantages of surveys, that they rarely produce rich, indepth responses, brings me to my next method of data collection—interviews. DeMarrais
(2004) defines an interview as a discussion between a researcher and a participant that
revolves around a series of questions pertaining to the topic of study. Patton (2002) points
out that interviews are particularly useful for getting information about things that cannot
easily be observed. I am interested in teachers’ experiences with and reactions to resistive
or disruptive students. It is conceivable that I could have observed this behavior, but a
fair amount of waiting around in the classroom would have been necessary, so
interviewing teachers to get their accounts of this behavior was a more practical
approach. I was also interested in teachers’ opinions about the reasons for this behavior.
This too, is not something that could be observed, but could only be asked about.
Dexter (1970) asserts that interviewing should be chosen as a data collection
method when it is clear that other modes will not as economically obtain the kind of data
needed to answer the research questions. I considered a focus group, but, as McKay
(2006) alludes to, participants have less time to share their experiences and may not be as
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honest for fear of judgment from other participants. I was interested in rather in-depth
accounts of teachers’ experiences with, reactions to and opinions about disruptive student
behavior, so the limited time allotted in a focus group and somewhat sensitive nature of
the topic made this format not the best option. Also for its lack of depth (McKay, 2006)
and flexibility, a questionnaire was not the most appropriate option either.
Interviewing does, however, have its drawbacks as a data collection technique.
First, in the case of this study, the interview concerned, in part, someone’s account of a
past incident. While lapses in memory can distort what actually occurred, a person’s
account is the next best thing to observing it, which is not possible, given the reasons
listed above. In response to the concern about memory lapses, I pre-screened participants
to ensure their incident occurred within the last year. Second, respondents may not give
as complete answers as they could when asked a question on-the-spot. Therefore, I
provided participants with the questions a few days before the interview and asked them
to think about the questions before we met. The pre-set list of questions was designed to
draw out in-depth accounts of and reflections on disruptive student behavior. I also
emailed participants after the interview to ask them if there was anything they would like
to add, because something may have come to mind later, after having talked at length
about the topic during the interview.
Because I am interested in specifics, such as teachers’ experiences, their reactions
and their opinions about the reasons for disruptive and resistive behavior in adult ESL
students, my interviews were semi-structured. As such, it included a list of questions that
I was able to ask in any order, including, “Tell me about an experience you have had with
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a student exhibiting disruptive behavior. What was your immediate reaction at the time
of the incident? What do you think are some possible reasons for the student’s
behavior?” (Appendix B). I was also free to modify the wording of the questions as I saw
fit. This flexibility acknowledged the varying ways in which each respondent chose to
describe and define their experiences and, in turn, it allowed me to respond to participants
in a way that elicited the most information. However, I gathered generally the same type
of information from each participant (Merriam, 2009).
To capture the data, I recorded the interviews on my computer using the Garage
Band application and I used a digital recorder with microphone. Recording allowed me
to objectively and accurately capture exactly what participants said (Merriam, 2009;
McKay, 2006). Merriam (2009) cautions that recording equipment may malfunction,
which is the reason I used two pieces of equipment. Some interviewees feel
uncomfortable while being recorded (Merriam, 2009; McKay, 2006), so I began
recording before the formal interview began as I engaged in small talk with the
participant and collected demographic information. This allowed the participant time to
forget about the recording equipment, as Merriam (2009) points out, and to perhaps even
grow comfortable with it.
Finally, I chose to interview teachers, specifically, because they are data-rich
subjects who are experts in this unique population. Through their daily classroom
experience with adult ESL students, teachers have deep knowledge regarding students’
life stories, cultures and the stressors of everyday life. This knowledge will provide a
deep and rich picture of what may be a very complex situation.
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Interview Procedure
I recruited interview participants through my own personal and professional
networks to include my involvement in the adult interest section of a local professional
organization. Participants were also recruited from the preceding survey. During the
recruitment process, I pre-screened recruits to ensure they had experienced this type of
behavior within the last year. I also provided them with the interview guide a few days in
advance of the interview to give them a chance to think about the questions. I conducted
the interviews, which lasted approximately 45 to 60 minutes, in meeting rooms of public
libraries, empty classrooms of a local university and, in one case, in a participant’s office.
Member checks were performed. I emailed participants an interview summary and asked
if there was anything they wanted to add, having had the opportunity to reflect on the
conversation. All of the participants approved the summaries, except for one who did not
respond to my request for feedback. Despite this, this participant’s data was included in
my analysis.
Data Analysis
As McKay (2006) recommends, I have used pie charts and graphs to display the
results of the closed survey questions. In a pie chart format, I have been able to show at a
glance what percentage of respondents has had an experience with a disruptive adult
student. I used the constant comparison method to analyze the interviews. Merriam
(2009) defines it simply as, “comparing one segment of data with another to determine
similarities and differences” (p. 30). I followed the basic steps of qualitative data
analysis suggested by Merriam. I began analyzing the first interview before doing the
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second one and wrote initial impressions and thoughts on emerging themes. I continued
to analyze the interviews in the same way, “constantly comparing” new information to
old, and generated a list of tentative themes as I went along.
Verification of Data
To enhance the internal validity of my data, I performed member checks with my
participants, as previously mentioned. I emailed my participants with my initial
impressions after the interview and asked for confirmation or clarification from them
(Merriam, 2009). They had very few edits for my summaries. In addition, the use of
both surveys and interviews provided triangulation of data, which enhances internal
validity.
Ethics
Survey responses were collected anonymously, so participants could be assured
that their identities would not be linked with their responses. In addition, I informed
participants of the study’s purpose and obtained their formal consent. The paper copies
of the study I distributed for the pilot had a separate sheet for those interested in being
interviewed to fill out so that their survey data would not be linked to their identity.
The rights of the study’s participants were protected in several ways. The study
was reviewed by a university human subjects review board and informed consent was
provided by a letter listing the study’s purpose and minimal risk. Interviews were
summarized, checked by participants and stored in a password protected computer.
Pseudonyms have been used for participants, their organizations and any co-workers,
students and supervisors they mentioned. As the researcher, I have conducted myself in a
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highly ethical manner, respecting participants’ private experiences and thoughts, because
as Stake (2005) emphasizes, “Qualitative researchers are guests in the private spaces of
the world. Their manners should be good and their code of ethics strict” (as cited by
Merriam, 2009, p. 231). I have taken this sentiment seriously throughout the research
process.
Conclusion
In this chapter I have provided a description of the methods I used in my study to
include a description and rationale of qualitative, the details of the process I used for data
collection, the procedure I followed, how I analyzed and verified my data and a
discussion of the ethical practices I used to protect the rights of my participants. In the
following chapter I will provide the results of the study.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS

The purpose of this study was to investigate teachers’ perceptions of their
experiences with adult ESL students challenging their authority or behaving in a
disruptive or resistive way. It also concerned teachers’ reactions to such behavior and
their opinions regarding the reasons for it. Therefore, the following questions guided my
inquiry: “What are teachers’ interpretations of possible causes of disruptive behavior by
learners in adult ESL classes?” In addition, I examined the following sub-questions:
“How have other ESL teachers responded to disruptive behavior?” “Why did they
respond in the way they did?” and “How did teachers feel about the incident and the way
they responded?”
Overview of the Chapter
This chapter details the results of the study. First, survey data are presented.
Survey data was collected via an electronic survey, which was distributed to teachers of
adult ESL through my personal and professional networks. These results include teacher
demographics and experience levels, type and commonality of disruptive behavior,
teacher perceptions regarding reasons for the behavior, steps teachers have taken to
prevent the behavior, their responses to the behavior and their level of satisfaction with
those responses and finally, supervisor involvement in teachers’ incidents. Following the
survey results are the interview data. Five teachers with at least one year of experience
teaching adult ESL were interviewed about their experiences with and perceptions of
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disruptive behavior among adult ESL students. A summary of each teacher’s incident is
presented, followed by their interpretations of, responses to and corresponding feelings
about that incident. Next teachers’ accounts of the training they have received to deal
with disruptive behavior as well as the support they received from colleagues and
supervisors are presented.
Survey Data
The following sections outline the survey data which includes the following:
Respondent Demographics and Characteristics, Disruptive Behavior, Reasons for
Disruptive Behavior, Prevention of Disruptive Behavior and Teacher Responses to
Disruptive Behavior.
Respondent Demographics and Characteristics
Fifty-three of the 56 respondents (95%) had at least one year of experience

Figure 1. Gender of teachers.
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teaching English as a second language (ESL) to adults. Forty-seven of the 56 total
respondents completed the entire survey. Only those completed surveys were analyzed.
Figure 1 shows that eighty-three percent were female and 17% were male. The
proportion of male respondents, while still small compared to the female proportion, was
higher than anticipated. The age of respondents was varied and not concentrated in any
particular age range, as shown in Figure 2. None of the participants were between the
ages of 18 and 24. Almost 13% of respondents were between the ages of 25 and 29.
Nearly equal proportions of respondents fell into the next three age ranges: 25.5% were
in their 30s, 21.3% in their 40s and 23.4% in their 50s. Seventeen percent were 60 or
older. The diversity of ages improves the quality of the sample.

Figure 2. Age of teachers.
Participants were overwhelmingly white. In fact, 95.7% identified as white, if we
include one respondent who identified as European. Just one participant was Asian and
just one Hispanic (2.1% each). The racial makeup of the sample is not surprising, given
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the region of the country in which the study was conducted. Perhaps a useful assumption
can be kept in mind while reviewing the remaining survey data: interactions were
typically between white teachers and students of color.
Ethnicity was included in demographic data of teachers for the purpose of
identifying participants with minority ethnicities, such as Hmong, which might influence
their interactions with students. However, the only ethnicities claimed by respondents
were of European origin and were therefore not minority groups. More specifically,
74.5% claimed no ethnicity at all. Interestingly, one respondent included “lesbian” as
part of her ethnicity. This may have been because sexual orientation was not part of the
demographic information, but could have perhaps been included.
The experience level of teachers was also varied, and the sample did not have a
large concentration of particularly experienced or inexperienced teachers. Figure 3
shows that 29.8% had between one and four years of experience, 38.3% had between five

Figure 3. Years of experience teaching adult ESL.
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and nine years, 19.1% had between ten and fifteen years and 12.8% had more than fifteen
years of experience.
Participants selected all of the settings in which they had experience: 61.7%
selected Adult Basic Education (ABE) program associated with a school district, 55.3%
selected a non-profit community-based program or community-based organization
(CBO), 31.9% selected college or university and 25.5% selected private company.
As illustrated by Figure 4, the results show that the majority of experiences occurred
in ABE programs or community-based programs. It can be assumed that students in
these settings are likely low-income refugees and immigrants with less education and

Figure 4. Setting.
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school experience than those in the college or university or private company settings.
The sample’s experiences were, on the whole, likely with these types of students.
Disruptive Behavior
Disruptive behavior in adult ESL students is very common, with only 4.3% of
teachers indicating that they had not experienced any of the disruptive or resistive student
behaviors listed in the survey. As show in Figure 5, however, the most commonly
experienced behaviors are not severe, such as talking to classmates during teacher
presentation (87.2%), chronic tardiness (85.1%), using cell phones in class (84.1%) and
being slow to start a task (78.7%). It is worth noting that what might be considered
moderately severe behavior is also quite common: being rude to classmates (74.5%),
leaving the classroom at inappropriate times (72.3%), not following teacher
recommendations (48.9%), stating that teacher methods are ineffective in front of the
class (42.6%) and deliberately not following directions (25.5%). Finally, the most severe
form of behavior—threat of or actual physical confrontations between students or
between a student and a teacher—do, in fact, occur, though rarely: physically threatening
a classmate or teacher (10.6%) and physically fighting (6.4%).
More than twenty-one percent of respondents (21.3%) took the opportunity to list
other disruptive or resistive student behaviors they had experienced: sleeping, texting,
refusing to work in a group, eating in class, intimidating a teacher, interrupting the
teacher during teacher presentation, asking questions irrelevant to the content at hand,
telling others that their religious practices are wrong, using the “N” word, overuse of the
native language, bringing a weapon to the classroom, gender discrimination and
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interrupting other students to answer more quickly or accurately. The results, illustrated
in Figure 5, show that disruptive or resistive behavior in adult ESL students is very
common—especially minor infractions—varied and sometimes severe.

Figure 5. Disruptive behavior experienced by teachers.
When teachers were asked to rank the same behaviors from most common to least
common, 42.6% indicated that chronic tardiness was the number-one, most common
behavior. This was followed by talking to classmates during teacher presentation, which
was ranked second by 40.4% of teachers. Seventeen percent of teachers ranked the
following three behaviors as third most common: being slow to start a task, chronic
tardiness and talking to classmates during teacher presentation. These minimally
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disruptive behaviors that were ranked most common are the same ones that large
numbers of teachers experienced.
The more severe behaviors, which were experienced by small numbers of
teachers, were also ranked last in terms of commonality: 42.6% of teachers ranked
physically fighting last, 31.9% of teachers ranked physically threatening a classmate or
teacher second to last and 23.4% of teachers ranked the same choice third to last.
Reasons for Disruptive Behavior
Teachers were then asked to select the five reasons they believed are the most
likely ones that explain why students exhibit these behaviors. These results are depicted
in Figure 6. Notably, 74.5% of teachers selected student’s minimal experience with

Figure 6. Causes of disruptive behavior in adult ESL students.
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formal schooling among the top five reasons. A little over 72% selected stressors outside
the classroom, 51.1% chose cultural understanding and problems related to adjusting to
life in the United States. Only 17% of teachers selected gender bias as a possible reason
in the survey; meanwhile, this reason came up frequently in interviews with teachers.
Some teachers (14.8%) listed additional reasons: “ESL and ELT methods that
interfere with student's learning, and communicative methodology, (CLT) which puts
students in scripted dialogues that force speech before they are ready adn [sic] does not
give them time to work out language for themselves first. Ethocentric [sic] attitudes
implicit in textbooks.” “Desire to talk with classmates and clarify while the teacher is
teaching,” “lack of clear teacher expectations,” “expectations of the school and teacher-consquences [sic] for rules are not enforced, meaning that teacher's [sic] don't expect
students to really follow them,” “prefers flirting to learning English,” “attention deficit,”
and “inferiority complex.”
Prevention of Disruptive Behavior
Teachers can and do take steps to prevent disruptive behavior to the extent that
they are able, given the reasons for the behavior. A small proportion (4.3%) of
respondents indicated that they had executed none of the strategies listed to prevent
disruptive behavior. These may be the same respondents who indicated that they had not
experienced any disruptive or resistive student behavior. Almost all respondents (95.7%)
indicated that they minimized stress in the classroom by promoting a friendly and
supportive environment. The great majority of respondents (91.5%) indicated that they
both executed engaging, relevant lessons and made expectations for student behavior
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clear to students. Making expectations clear to students seems to be an appropriate
response given the large number of teachers who indicated that minimal experience with
a formal school setting might be a main cause of disruptive behavior. A significant
portion of teachers (36.2%) indicated that they had sought out training to deal with
disruptive behavior. These results are illustrated in Figure 7. This may indicate that
teachers find the disruption to be problematic enough to do something about it. It would
be interesting to know if teachers were able to access the training and if they found it
helpful.
Almost fifteen percent (14.9%) of respondents provided additional strategies not
listed in the survey that they have employed: provided consistent routines, “ask students
to sign a behavior contract,” “used non-threatening, non-demeaning humor,” “consulted

Figure 7. Strategies used to prevent disruptive behavior.
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with professionals about mental health, physical health, and cultural differences specific
to learner's problematic behavior,” “educated learners on disabilities and learning
differences” and “talked to student outside of class and come to some arrangement that
both myself and the student can comply with.” Many of these are not preventative
measures, but responses to disruptive behavior, which could be useful for other teachers.
Teacher Responses to Disruptive Behavior
Prevention happens before the behavior begins, while responses come after. As
depicted in Figure 8, 83% of respondents reported that they addressed disruptive behavior
immediately. Eighty percent indicated that they discussed problematic behavior with
learners in private. As will be shown in the interview data, this follows with the tendency
of interviewees to be direct in their approach to dealing with disruptive behavior.
Teachers seemed to think it was important to “choose their battles,” so to speak, in that
70% attested that they ignored minor infractions, which, as we saw from the results from
question 8, are the most common type of disruptive behavior. Sixty-six (66%) percent of
teachers surveyed indicated that they developed and supported the self-esteem of learners
as a response to disruptive behavior. This may be an acknowledgment that disruptive
behavior can have root causes that are not always immediately apparent. Following the
trend of being direct with learners, thirty-six (36.2%) of teachers reported that they
problem-solved with learners in response to their disruptive behavior.
Five respondents (10.6%) provided other responses they had exhibited which
were not among the multiple choices provided. Other responses included, “involved a
supervisor,” “developed an action plan,” “used non-threatening, non-demeaning humor,”
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“Present, explain, discuss, and model appropriate adult classroom and business behaviors
and norms,” which falls in line with interviewees placing importance on clear articulation
of rules and expectations. A volunteer teacher wrote, “Paid coordinators handle issues
very effectively.” While most interviewees did not generally enlist the help of
supervisors, some survey respondents did, and found it noteworthy enough to write-in as
that was not a choice provided.

Figure 8. Teacher responses to disruptive behavior.
Despite having little to no training in dealing with disruptive behavior in adult
ESL students, teachers surveyed, were satisfied overall with their handling of disruptive
behavior. Nearly seventy-nine (78.7%) percent of respondents chose “agree” when
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presented with the statement, “I have usually dealt with disruptive behavior effectively.”

Figure 9. Teachers’ assessment of their response to disruptive behavior. “I have
usually dealt with disruptive behavior effectively.”
And, as many as 14.9% strongly agreed with the statement. Just 6.4% disagreed, but
none strongly disagreed (Figure 9). Survey respondents seem to feel competent in
dealing with their disruptive students, again, despite having little training. As will be
shown later, this was also true for interviewees in the study.
Despite the fact that teachers reported experiencing a lot of minor disruptive
behavior, the majority of respondents (61.7%) reported enlisting the help of a supervisor
while 38.3% indicated that they had not. These results are shown in Figure 10. Perhaps
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this is in indication that while teachers experience minor infractions often, during the
course of a career there is at least one incident that merits the help of a superior.

Figure 10. Help from supervisors. “I have enlisted the help of a supervisor.”
Of the twenty-nine respondents who enlisted the help of a supervisor, the vast
majority had good results. Eight-six percent (86.2%) of those who asked for help from a

Figure 11. Teacher assessment of help from supervisor.
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supervisor reported that the help and guidance was adequate. A shown in Figure 11, ten
percent (10.3%) indicated that it was not. Therefore, it may be wise to recommend that
teachers consult supervisors with problems regarding disruptive student behavior. The
following section summarizes the interview data, which provides depth and examples to
accompany the preceding survey data.
Interview Data
Interviewees were recruited using the survey and through my personal and
professional networks. All of them are white, four of them are women and one is a man.
They teach in a variety of settings including a community college, community-based
organizations and ABE schools associated with school districts. Participants were
interviewed using an interview guide (Appendix B) in public meeting rooms of libraries
and a local university.
This section begins with a brief summary of each teacher’s experience with what I
call a “major incident.” Next, I lay out teachers’ interpretations of the reasons for student
behavior, which fall under the following categories: cultural beliefs regarding gender,
cultural beliefs regarding conflict resolution, student class placement, mental health &
brain related issues. Teachers’ reactions to, feelings about and reflections on the
incidents follow. This section of the chapter concludes with teachers’ accounts of the
training and support from colleagues and supervisors they received to help them deal
with the incidents.
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Disruptive Behaviors
The behaviors teachers experienced were diverse, but all were strong enough to
be memorable and warrant a discussion with the researcher. Carrie had a student who
questioned her methods of providing feedback on an assignment in front of other
students. Margaret had two incidents: one with a student who talked at inappropriate
times, including during test-taking, and a second student who challenged her authority on
a number of occasions. A student I will call Belendia yelled at his teacher Brianne when
they had a disagreement about his arriving late to class. Another student, Kaafi, flatly
rejected his teacher Kathy’s assertion that he would be moving up to the next level class.
Frank’s experience involved a student from another class regularly interrupting his class
to socialize with other students. A summary of each incident follows.
Carrie. Carrie is a teacher of Level Two grammar at a large, public university. She is a
twenty-seven-year-old white female with four years of experience teaching adult ESL.
Carrie recounts a noteworthy incident with her student Careem, a white Saudi male who
had been in the United States for about one month and who had had at least twelve years
of formal schooling. Carrie described Careem’s level as high intermediate on the
Comprehensive Adult Student Assessment System (CASAS) scale.
The disruptive incident involved Careem’s questioning Carrie’s methods in front
of many other students. Carrie had provided general written feedback to students on a
grammar assignment by simply indicating if the items were right or wrong. At the
beginning of the class period, she returned the work and provided more in-depth feedback
and explanation of all the items with the help of student input. Carrie is not sure if
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Careem was present for this explanation, but he approached her immediately after the
class ended, before most of the students had left the room, and questioned her method of
providing feedback.
In what she called an “argumentative, abrasive tone” and raised voice, he asked
her why she had marked the students papers in the way that she had. This prompted
Carrie to explain to the student that he should not speak to his college professors in such
a manner. She also coached him on how he could more appropriately make a suggestion
to an instructor in the future. Carrie told me that she approached the situation as a
teachable moment to inform Careem of what she deemed to be an inappropriate way of
addressing a teacher.
Margaret. Margaret provided two examples from two different contexts. The first
involved a black, male Somali student in his mid-twenties (Mohammed). His level was
pre-literate and Margaret guessed he had been in the U.S. for about two years and she
thought he may have had no other school experiences. The context was an adult basic
education program associated with a school district. Margaret was a 43-year-old white
female with five and a half years of experience teaching adult ESL.
The primary behavior that Margaret described involved Mohammed continuously
talking to another Somali student in his native language throughout the class period. He
talked at inappropriate times such as when Margaret was talking, but most notably during
standardized testing. The behavior was disruptive, but also it could also be categorized as
a challenge to teacher authority because it went against her recommendation to speak
English in class. In addition, Mohammed would answer for other students and not give
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them a chance to speak, even though Margaret had asked him not to do so. She thought
he viewed this as trying to help the others. He also, in Margaret’s words, did “his own
thing” and did not always do what she had asked them to do.
The second example Margaret provided was in a community college setting. The
student was black male Ethiopian of the Oromo ethnic group who I will call Moti.
Margaret reported that he was about 19 years old and that he had been in the US for four
or five years. She had him in a developmental writing class, which was the middle of
three ESL classes that prepared students for the mainstream class, College English. The
main objective of the class was to prepare students to write five-paragraph essays.
Moti challenged Margaret’s authority in several ways. He left the classroom for
Muslim prayer for 20-25 minutes—much longer than the five minutes other students took
to pray. He skipped a high stakes grammar midterm test and asked to make it up a month
later. Margaret denied the request because he had not followed the procedure for making
up an exam laid out in the syllabus, which required students to call and arrange an
alternative plan with her in advance. Also, she had already graded and returned the
exams, so it was possible that he could see a copy before taking a makeup test. Margaret
indicated that Moti was mad that he was not allowed to make it up. In another incident,
Margaret gave Moti a very low score on an essay because she suspected that he had had a
lot of help with it, which he eventually admitted to. When given the opportunity to rewrite the essay in Margaret’s office so that she could ensure he did all the work himself,
he turned her down. She said he brought a confrontational attitude to their negotiation of
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the incident. He also answered his phone in class and would announce his departure from
class in a disruptive way to take a call or to pray.
Margaret classified the behavior as a challenge to her authority and said she
considered it as such because it would arise in class in front of other students. “He would
ask me point blank, ‘Teacher, why?’” When comparing him to her pre-literate student
Mohammed, discussed above, Margaret called him “more confrontational.” She said the
behavior seemed challenging to her also because he said it in a raised voice. She said he
seemed to take on a victim role, while the teacher’s policies were outlined in the syllabus.
Margaret seemed to make it clear to him that the outcomes were a direct result of his
choices. She said that she thought he might have been trying to cause her to lose face by
asking these questions in front of the class. Margaret also said she got the feeling he was
trying to push her just to see how far he could go.
Brianne. Brianne described an incident in which a student challenged her on the way
she dealt with his arriving late to class. The teacher was a 31-year-old teacher with 12
years of experience teaching adult ESL. She was working in a community-based
organization. The student was a black male 40-year-old Ethiopian whose level was high
beginning (Belendia). Brianne was not sure about his past experience with formal
schooling, but she thought he had had at least some high school because he had worked
as an electrician in his home country. He had been in the US for about two years. While
the student was Ethiopian, he spent long amounts of time in Djibouti and Eritrea. His
wife is also Eritrean.
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Brianne had taken over a class that another male teacher had been handling.
When she began teaching the class she noticed that about fifteen of the twenty students
would arrive up to thirty minutes late to her two-hour class on a regular basis. She
addressed this by talking about the importance of arriving on time and how tardiness
affects the teacher and the rest of the students as well as the school’s attendance
reporting. She did this daily for about ten minutes for a full week. She also drew
students’ attention to the time when they came into class late by asking them the current
time and the time that the class starts.
One day, sometime after she had talked to the students about arriving late,
Brianne noticed Belendia rifling through her papers at her area in front of the room, as
she was helping another student towards the back of the room. He was looking for her
attendance sheet and after seeing that she had marked him late, he said he needed to talk
to her in the hallway. Even though this was in the middle of the class period, the teacher
agreed to talk to him outside because the others were working on an activity. She
indicated to the researcher that she was pleased that he knew it was not appropriate to
discuss the issue in the classroom.
In the hallway, with what she called “agitated body language,” Belendia
questioned Brianne about why she had marked him late. She indicated that she marked
him late because he had actually been late—a point that he disputed. She then told him
that when he came in the room she looked at him, she looked at the clock, he looked at
the clock and then back at her. So, she knew he knew he had arrived late.
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At some point during the discussion he said something like, “I don’t know why
you want to do this to me and my family!” Belendia is a recipient of cash public
assistance for families and his benefits are reduced if he does not attend school for the
full number of hours required. When he questioned her further by asking, “Is this
necessary?” and “Teacher, why?” Brianne calmly replied by saying that she could not lie
to the government about the number of hours he had been in class. Belendia then said
that he was going to quit the school. Brianne said that it might be a good idea to find a
school whose schedule better fit with the Belendia’s. In response to this, Belendia
became angrier. He also said something like, “I’m going to tell all my friends about what
kind of teacher you are!” Biranne said that Belendia was yelling through much of the
conversation. When they returned to the classroom, Belendia spoke in Arabic to several
other students in the class. Brianne said that many of them grimaced and seemed like
they did not want to hear what he was saying.
Kathy. Kathy described a student who exhibited several disruptive behaviors such as
interrupting her while she was presenting, arriving late, disruptively leaving or entering
the classroom for prayer, being slow to start tasks and flirting with other students. The
primary incident she described though was one in which he resisted her decision to move
him up to the next level. The teacher was a white, 33-year-old female with five years of
experience in the field. The site was a large Adult Basic Education program that served
both native and non-native English speakers and is associated with a large K-12 school
district. The student, who I will call Kaafi was a black, Somali male in his mid-30s in
Kathy’s Level One class. He had a CASAS reading score in the High Beginning range.
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Kathy was not sure about the student’s level of education in his home country, but
reported that he had had some, but possibly mostly rooted in the study of the Koran.
The primary troubling incident involved Kaafi defying the Kathy’s decision to
move him up to Level Two. When Kathy informed him of the good news, he flatly
stated, “No, I’m not going.” She replied by saying something like, “I understand that you
think you are not ready, but I want you to try. You need to go to Level Two and try it for
at least a month. If it is not going well, you can talk to your teacher about it then.” He
said, “No, I’m not ready for Level Two. I need Level One. I’m not going.” She replied
by saying that he needed to go to Level Two because he was ready and that she wanted
him to learn more and do well. After giving her final reasoning, Kaafi did not reply or
give an indication whether or not he would follow her direction. She viewed this
behavior as resistive or a challenge to authority because he simply said “No” in such a
matter-of-fact and demanding tone.
Frank. In Frank’s experience, a student (Fuechy) from another class came into his
room mid-lesson and stood in front of the classroom and talked to other students, which
caused the lesson to stop completely. Frank was a white, 34-year-old male working in a
non-profit, community-based organization. Fuechy was an Asian male of the Hmong
ethnic group. Frank estimated Fuechy’s age to be late 40s to early 50s and his level to be
high intermediate to low advanced, according to the CASAS scale. This was a much
higher level than the level of students in Frank’s class, which was the lowest level class
offered in the evening. The number of years Fuechy had been the US is unknown, but is
assumed by the researcher to be decades given his age, level of English and typical dates
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of Hmong migration to the US. Fuechy’s number of years in school before the age of 18
is also unknown.
Fuechy regularly entered Frank’s classroom fifteen or more minutes into a
lesson, stood at the front of the room in front of Frank, leaned over and talked very loudly
to two Hmong women in their native language. Frank described this as a challenge to his
authority that was “impossible to work around” and “very distracting.” The behavior
continued to occur every couple days for a few weeks and seemed to revolve around a
particular female Hmong student.
Frank’s initial reaction the first time it occurred was to ask Fuechy who he was
and to directly inform him that class was going on and to ask him to leave, but Fuechy
just ignored Frank and continued to talk to the female student who, from body language
and other incidents, Frank assumed the male student was romantically interested in.
However, Frank was not absolutely sure of this and thought Fuechy may have been
suspicious of Frank simply because he was a male teacher. Frank thought this might
have been part of what Fuechy was discussing with the female student. When Frank
asked Fuechy’s name and what he was doing in the classroom, Fuechy just gave the
Frank defiant look and continued to talk to the students until he was finished and finally
left the room.
Five out of the six students discussed exhibited other minor disruptive behaviors
in addition to the major ones outlined above. For example, Carrie reported that Careem
arrived late, skipped class frequently, had a negative attitude and looked at websites in
the computer lab that Carrie had specifically asked the students not to view during class
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time. As mentioned earlier, Kathy listed several disruptive behaviors in Kaafi, such as
interrupting her while she was presenting, arriving late, disruptively leaving or entering
the classroom for prayer, being slow to start tasks and flirting with other students.
Finally, Brianne said that one of the program coordinators who does some casework with
the students said that Belendia and his wife took up nearly fifty percent of her time. This
indicates that while there may have been one standout incident, these students were
generally problematic for teachers.
Additionally, teachers indicated that their colleagues had also had problems with
four out of six of the students. Brianne relayed a detailed incident that occurred between
Belendia and another teacher in the school. When this teacher told Belendia that he
should stay home from school when sick, he “exploded” and angrily yelled “You not a
doctor!”
Reasons for Disruptive Behavior
This section deals directly with my primary research question: “What are
teachers’ interpretations of possible causes of disruptive behavior by learners in adult
ESL classes?” Teachers thought deeply about what is causing the student’s behavior and
generated several theories. While these theories abounded, teachers were rarely able to
come to a solid conclusion about what was causing the behavior. This may be an
indication that the reasons are very complex. The following themes emerged: cultural
beliefs regarding gender, cultural beliefs regarding conflict resolution and student class
placement.
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Cultural beliefs regarding gender. All six of the students who exhibited disruptive
behavior were men and four of the five teachers were women. Related to gender is the
student’s country of origin and the assumed expectations for gender roles that go along
with that. Four of the six were East African, one was Saudi, and one was Hmong. All
come from what might be described as “traditional cultures” with traditional gender roles
and dynamics that involved women’s inferiority to men.
Given these demographics, it may not come as a surprise that every teacher
mentioned cultural beliefs regarding gender as a possible cause for disruptive behavior in
their students. First, Carrie said that her gender and her perceived youthfulness may have
given Careem the license to question her methods in an inappropriate tone in front of
other students. Second, Margaret mentioned gender roles as a possible cause of
Mohammed’s behavior, but not in the way the reader might think. She said that his
inability to read may have clashed with his male gender role and its accompanying
expectation that he be able to “do things;” his inability to read may have been
emasculating. Margaret also reported that another female teacher in the department had
Moti in class and he behaved in a similar way to what Margaret had described. They
surmised that it may have been because they were female. Third, when asked why she
thought Kaafi thought it was permissible to speak to her the way in which he did, Kathy
indicated that gender may have played a role, especially because he had made comments
that led Kathy to believe that Kaafi did not view women and men as equals. In other
words, he may have thought that it was okay to defy her because he is a man and she a
woman.
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Finally, in perhaps the most interesting example, Frank, a male teacher, had an
interaction with a male student that the teacher saw through a gendered lens rooted in
what may have been the Hmong male student’s distrust of a non-Hmong man working
with Hmong female students. The reader may remember that Fuechy interrupted Frank’s
class by leaving his own class and standing in the front of Frank’s class to interact and
flirt with a couple of female students. Frank called this behavior “an alpha trick,” similar
to behavior he had experienced with men during his time working as a bartender. He
thought Fuechy was trying to intentionally intimidate and insult him in front of the
female student—who Fuechy was trying to “hit on”—to cause Frank to get upset and do
something that would cause him to lose face. In other words, Frank thought Fuechy’s
behavior was a way to display his “boldness, his manliness” to the student he was
romantically interested in. Another theory Frank discussed was that perhaps the male
teacher was suspicious of him simply because he was a male teacher not of the same
ethnic group as Fuechy. This example shows that not only do men challenge the power
and authority of female teachers, but they also may do it to male teachers.
Cultural beliefs regarding conflict resolution. While teachers did not come to this
conclusion, as I saw it come up again and again, another possible reason for teachers
interpreting students’ behavior as disruptive or a challenge to their authority concerns
cultural differences regarding appropriate ways to deal with conflict. Many teachers
talked about a loud or aggressive tone used by their students. Carrie reported that when
he disagreed with her method of providing feedback on an assignment Careem spoke to
her in a raised voice that had an “argumentative, abrasive tone.” Margaret called her
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Moti’s attitude “confrontational” as they negotiated his re-writing of an essay. In perhaps
the strongest example, Brianne said that Belendia yelled, became visibly angry and had
“agitated body language,” during their confrontation regarding his tardiness. Brianne
surmised that Belendia was utilizing conflict strategies from his home country in their
interaction. These approaches are not appropriate for conflicts in professional American
settings, so teachers may have been especially offended by these behaviors.
On a related note, students may have been perceived as challenging a teacher’s
authority or being rude, in part, because of their limited language skills. Carrie, in fact,
indicated that she thought that Careem may not have possessed the language skills to
discuss his concern about her methods with her. Kathy views her Kaafi’s behavior as
resistive or a challenge to authority because he simply said “No” in such a matter-of-fact
and demanding tone when she informed him that he was ready to move up to the next
level class. Therefore, teachers should make strategies for conflict resolution in
American culture a part of their curriculum so that students can not only approach
conflict constructively with their teachers, who will likely be more tolerant of cultural
difference, but also with their supervisors, mainstream teachers and other authority
figures they encounter in their lives.
On the other hand, teachers’ directness may not have been culturally appropriate
from students’ perspectives. Some of the teachers indicated that they thought they had
made their expectations very clear through direct communication. This occurred through
rules outlined in the syllabus in the case of Margaret, daily and somewhat lengthy
discussions of the importance of punctuality in the case of Brianne and Frank, direct
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discussion about what the teacher thought was best for the student in the case of Kathy.
In fact, Frank, who may have been the most successful in resolving his conflict with
Fuechy, used rather indirect means of being kind to Fuechy and incorporating him into
his class to get him to do what he wanted, which was to stop interrupting his class. This
suggests that perhaps teachers may want to explore less direct methods of resolving
conflicts with students, even though this may not fall in line with their vision of what
good conflict resolution looks like.
Student class placement. Another reason that teachers provided concerned students’
negative feelings regarding the level of their class and their ability to meet it. Margaret
thought that the root cause of her Mohammed’s “acting out” was his frustration with his
inability to read. Conversely, she thought it was possible that the reason why she had so
much trouble with Moti was that he thought he was “above” the class. In her own
estimation, he may have been a bit too advanced for the class: “Maybe he thought it was
beneath him and that could explain why he didn’t do a lot of the homework.” Kathy
opined that the root cause of Kaafi’s response may have been due to his lack of
confidence in his abilities to do the work in the next level class. Student insecurity,
frustration with their own lack of progress or their overconfidence may contribute to their
disruptive behavior.
Mental health and brain-related issues. Nearly all of teachers mentioned some form of
mental health or brain-related issue as a possible cause for the behavior. Margaret
thought it was possible that Mohammed had a learning disability. In fact, his previous
teachers in the organization tried to convince him to get assessed, but he declined.
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Margret (in reference to Mohammed), Brianne and Frank thought Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder from living in war-afflicted environments may have played a role. These
students were from Somalia, Eritrea and Laos (Hmong), respectively, so a PTSD
diagnosis is plausible. Brianne discussed the role stress may have played in the students
behavior. She believed the student and his family members were under a “constant state
of stress” where pressure from the government, school and other areas of their lives built
and eventually exploded. Brianne also thought that some kind of “traumatic past” could
be a cause, in part, based on his country of origin, Eritrea. She said that he was part of a
group of Eritreans who arrived around the same time and who she described as “some of
the most traumatized” she had ever seen, with frequent angry outbursts, pacing in class
and abruptly leaving the classroom, which she thought were signs of PTSD. Finally,
Kathy thought Kaafi may have suffered a traumatic brain injury. She is qualified to make
such an assessment as she works for an organization specializing in assessing and
assisting students with such issues.
Teachers’ Reactions to Disruptive Incidents
This section details teachers’ reactions to students’ disruptive behavior. The
following themes emerged: direct and indirect approaches, efforts to control and conceal
emotion, as well as efforts to analyze and understand the behavior.
Direct vs. indirect approaches. Many teachers dealt with students’ behavior in a very
direct way that typically involved some explanation and reasoning. They may have done
this, in part, because of a feminist American ideal that women must “stick up” for
themselves in the face of a challenge from a man within a realm that they are the
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authority figure, as they are when they are teachers in the classroom. Carrie, Margaret,
Brianne and Kathy all provided accounts of how they addressed students’ behavior
directly. When Careem questioned her method of providing feedback on an assignment
to the class as a whole, Carrie explained to Careem that he should not speak to his college
professors in the way he did. She also coached him on how he could more appropriately
make a suggestion to an instructor in the future. Margaret asked Mohammed to not talk
at inappropriate times and to not speak for other students. When Moti missed
assignments or got too much help from others on them, Margaret referred to her policies
laid out in the syllabus to directly relate his actions to the consequences detailed in her
policies. Brianne responded to Belendia’s tardiness, the incident that ignited their deeper
conflict, through what she perceived to be direct talk about the importance of being on
time in daily class discussions and by asking tardy students, “What time is it?” and “What
time does class start?” as they entered. During their heated discussion in the hallway, she
told the student that she marked him late because he had actually been late—a point that
he disputed. She then told him that when he came in the room she looked at him, she
looked at the clock, he looked at the clock and then back at him. So, she knew he knew
he had arrived late. This was a candid, frank discussion regarding the student’s behavior.
Kathy also had a similarly direct discussion with Kaafi in which she explained to him
why it was important for him to move up to the next level class.
Conversely, when direct methods failed Frank, he employed an effective indirect
strategy of dealing with Fuechy. At first, when Fuechy came in to interrupt his class to
talk to other students, Frank simply asked Fuechy to leave, but he continued to talk.
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Later, Frank tried an indirect strategy, which was influenced by his interest in martial arts
in which he tried to re-direct the student. He began by smiling and saying hello to
Fuechy when he saw him around the school. When Fuechy came into the classroom, he
asked him to sit down and join the class and offered him a handout. Frank thought this
gently diffused the male-male display of dominance that Frank thought Fuechy was
looking for. Eventually this strategy ended Fuechy’s visits to his classroom.
Control and concealment of emotions. While teachers were shocked, angered,
frustrated and irritated by their students’ behavior—which will be discussed later—
teachers made conscious efforts to respond to their students’ behavior without displaying
how they felt about it. Meanwhile, students sometimes showed emotion, which teachers
sometimes interpreted as aggression. Belendia is an example. While Belendia displayed
agitated body language and yelled at Brianne, she reported that she remained calm and
did not show that she felt intimidated, a bit scared, angry, disrespected and, in her words,
“gross.” Carrie stated that she was happy with how she handled Careem in a matter-offact way and she did not “get emotional.” Frank, while he experienced some strong
emotions in response to his student’s behavior, quickly moved to a problem-solving and
strategizing mode of thinking that included trying to figure out the student’s motivation
for his behavior. Frank did not seem to dwell on his emotions for long and made a
conscious effort to not show his annoyance in front of students.
Efforts to analyze and understand. Teachers also thought deeply about the root causes
of students’ behaviors and sometimes tried to address them, and at very least, tried to
understand them. Margaret surmised that the root cause of her student’s disruptive
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behavior may have been his frustration with his inability to learn to read. Therefore she
tried to, as she described it, “plan lessons around him.” The teacher also seemed to make
an attempt at finding a useful role for the student by allowing him to provide translation
to other students for classroom directions, as he was fluent in three languages. She said
she enjoyed the challenge of trying to figure out how to help him. Another response she
had was to create flashcards of words in his own language spelled phonetically with the
Roman alphabet. She worked hard to think of ways to help him develop sound-symbol
correspondence and to help him be successful so that he could participate appropriately in
class.
Frank thought long and hard about why Fuechy was coming into his classroom
and how best to address the behavior. He wondered if the Hmong man was operating as
a sort of protector to the Hmong women in a classroom run by a non-Hmong man. He
thought PTSD may have been a contributing factor. He surmised that the Fuechy’s
motivation was to display his manliness and dominance over Frank. As he did not want
to engage in this power struggle—the root cause of the Fuechy’s behavior—he developed
ways to welcome the student rather than to try to engage in the conflict. Frank concluded
that this allowed both of them to save face.
Brianne also thought deeply about her student’s behavior. A traumatic past, the
utilization of conflict resolutions strategies from his home country and living under a
constant state of stress were all factors she thought of as possible root causes. And while
the incident of him yelling at her in the hallway had passed and could not be addressed,
she was at least able to come up with some possible explanations for why he behaved in
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the way he did. The time and effort teachers put into analyzing student behavior shows
that the incidents were significant and that teachers thought it important to try to
understand them.
Teachers’ Feelings about the Incidents
Teachers’ reactions to the incidents pertain to what they did in response to the
incidents. The following section pertains to how teachers felt about the incidents.
Teachers were surprised and shocked; other emotions they felt ranged from mild ones
including regret, irritation and annoyance, to stronger emotions such as anger and fear.
Disruptive behavior in adult ESL students is something teachers did not expect to
deal with; they were generally surprised and even shocked by it. Teachers who dealt with
isolated incidents were often surprised by their students’ behavior. The primary emotion
that Carrie felt right after Careem questioned her methods in front of the class was
surprise that Careem spoke to her in such a way. Frank reported that he was shocked
and surprised that a student would be so disruptive to his class. Kathy said that, while
she was not necessarily surprised by Kaafi’s resistance to move up to the next level class,
she did not expect him to respond in the way he did.
Some of the teachers experienced milder feelings such as regret about, irritation
and annoyance with their student’s behavior. Frank said that he mostly felt irritated that
he would have to spend extra time and energy trying to figure out how to deal with
Fuechy. Margaret felt annoyed with Mohammed’s constant chatter. She also felt regret
that she was not able to help him. She said, “I wish I could have tried implementing
more [strategies for teaching pre-literate students].” Kathy was tired of all the other
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minor, but frequent disruptive behaviors Kaafi exhibited, so she mostly felt deflated when
he resisted moving to the next class.
While some emotions were mild, others were stronger, such as anger and fear.
Carrie indicated that she felt angry that Careem questioned her authority in front of other
students. While she did not say she felt angry towards a student, one teacher used
language that may have revealed her true feelings when she referred to the student as a
“twerp” and an “asshole.” Also while he did not admit to feeling angry about the
incidents, Frank said he envisioned physically removing Fuechy from his classroom,
which might reveal some anger he may have felt.
Brianne seems to have had the strongest emotional response to the incident she
had in which her student yelled at her in the hallway. She said she felt, in her words,
intimidated, a bit scared, angry, disrespected and “gross.” The episode seemed to
strongly affect the teacher. She said that the incident, which occurred on a Friday, made
her really not want to go to work that Monday, which was unusual for her because she
enjoyed the work and the workplace. She also felt frustrated that she was not able to “get
over it” by Monday saying that she hoped she wasn’t so immature that she would not be
able to forgive him by then. She and the Belendia did not look at or speak to each other
for about a week after the incident, which may indicate that each of them had hurt
feelings.
Teachers’ Reflections on Their Responses
On the whole, teachers felt satisfied with how they responded and they did not
have strong, negative feelings about work in general as a result of the incident, with the
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exception of one teacher. Teacher’s assessments of their reactions are described in the
following paragraphs.
Generally, teachers had positive feelings about how they responded to student
disruptive behavior. Carrie said that she was proud of how she handled the incident,
especially given that she thinks she is usually defensive and emotional in similar
situations and that she might have taken it personally. In fact, she went so far as to say
that she surprised herself with how effectively she dealt with it. Brianne was pleased that
she remained calm through the incident and did not show Belendia how she really felt,
despite the fact that he yelled at her, which made her feel afraid and intimidated. She
said was happy with how she dealt with the incident and that she was glad that she held
firm on her expectations that students arrive on time. Kathy was satisfied with how she
handled the incident. She thought that she provided Kaafi with the information he
needed to understand her decision and she held firm on her decision. She thought she
provided direct, clear instructions and rationale. Though he wished he had known what
to do about the disruption immediately and wished it had not taken him a couple days to
decide what to do, Frank seemed very satisfied with how he handled the situation by
saying that he felt that Fuechy was trying to engage in a power struggle with him, but he
“stepped around it” and avoided engaging in it. In the end, Frank seemed to think that he
had handled it in the best possible way to avoid any prolonged conflict.
I was struck by the fact that most of the teachers seemed not to take the incident
to heart, as I had. Even months after the incidents I had experienced, I got very upset,
incensed and spoke passionately about my incident. These teachers seemed to almost
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take the incidents in stride. This may have been, in part, because most of the teachers—
Carrie, Margaret, Brianne and Kathy—had heard from other teachers that these students
were also problematic in their classes. Knowing that the student had issues with other
teachers may have helped them distance themselves from the behavior.
In addition to feeling good about how they responded to student disruptive
behavior, teachers did not report having strongly negative feelings about work in general
because of the incidents. This was striking to me as I compared my own feeling of dread
toward work when I was having trouble with my student. Kathy did not seem to be
deeply affected by the incident and has an attitude that this sort of confrontation is not out
of the ordinary and is just a part of working in this context with this population of
students. Frank did not seem to dwell on his emotions for long and said it did not
strongly affect his feelings about going to work each day. Teachers showed resilience in
that they do not allow the incidents to strongly negatively affect them or their attitude
toward work.
One exception to this was with Brianne. The episode seemed to really affect this
teacher. She said that the incident, which occurred on a Friday, made her really not want
to go to work that Monday, which was unusual for her because she enjoyed the work and
the workplace. She also felt frustrated that she was not able to “get over it” by Monday
saying that she hoped she wasn’t so immature that she would not be able to forgive him
by then. She and the student did not look at or speak to each other for about a week after
the incident. Perhaps this is simply due to the personality of the teacher. It is possible
that she and I are just more sensitive, so the incidents affected us more deeply.
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Lack of Training
Teachers were satisfied with how they handled the incidents despite the fact that
they reported having little to no training specific to dealing with disruptive behavior in
adult ESL students. Carrie and Margaret, in particular, reported that they did not have
any special training in dealing with disruptive behavior in students. Lacking any specific
training, some teachers drew on training and knowledge they had from other areas of
their lives to help them deal with the behavior. While she did not have any training
within the ABE field for dealing with this type of behavior, Brianne thought her past
work in Human Resources Management helped her. She also thought that her knowledge
of traumatic brain injury and PTSD may also have been helpful. Frank said he had no
formal training on how to manage a classroom incident such as this, but he clearly drew
on his past work in bars and a martial arts philosophy of redirection to help manage the
situation.
Teachers with some experience or training in K-12 education, however, may draw
on it to help them manage disruptive students. For example, Brianne mentioned her K-12
background when asked about the training she had received for disruptive behavior. She
thinks these kinds of trainings are helpful. In addition, Carrie’s conversations with her
colleagues about the incident seemed to lead her to believe that perhaps other teachers of
adult students who had K-12 training might be better equipped to handle similar
incidents.
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Support from Colleagues and Supervisors
The support that teachers received from others in the organization was generally
good. Much of that support came from peers, rather than from supervisors. Carrie
discussed the incident with her colleagues in a department meeting and reported that she
generally felt supported by their responses. In this discussion, she discovered that other
teachers had had similar problems with the same student. In dealing with Mohammed,
Margaret got support from her colleagues primarily in the form of the student’s
educational history. Brianne informed the rest of the staff at the agency of the incident
because the student has a reputation for telling other staff about problems he had with
staff. She said she felt very supported by her fellow teachers. Frank was the only teacher
who reported negative results from consulting with a colleague. He expressed regret that
he had not had more support from the student’s teacher in the way of keeping the student
from leaving her class at inappropriate times and he found her advice about how to deal
with him to be unhelpful.
Support from supervisors was mixed. Brianne received the most support from a
supervisor compared to other teachers. The coordinator of the program met with the
student and went so far as to say that, if need be, they would counsel him out of the
program. Some teachers—Margaret and Kathy—did not see a need to consult a
supervisor, or their supervisor was not available to help, as was the case of Frank.
Summary
In this chapter I have presented the results of my study in response to the
following question: “What are teachers’ interpretations of possible causes of disruptive
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behavior by learners in adult ESL classes?” In addition, I reported results on the
following sub-questions: “How have other ESL teachers responded to disruptive
behavior?” “Why did they respond in the way they did?” and “How did teachers feel
about the incident and the way they responded?” Survey data were presented and
included teacher demographics and experience levels, type and commonality of
disruptive behavior, teacher perceptions regarding reasons for the behavior, steps teachers
have taken to prevent the behavior, their responses to the behavior and their level of
satisfaction with those responses and finally, teachers’ involvement of supervisors in their
incidents.
Following the survey data were the interview data results. Five teachers with at
least one year of experience teaching adult ESL were interviewed about their experiences
with and perceptions of disruptive behavior in adult ESL students. A summary of each
teacher’s incident was presented. This was followed by the reasons for disruptive
behavior that teachers talked about: cultural beliefs regarding gender, cultural beliefs
regarding conflict resolution, student class placement and mental health & brain-related
issues. Next, teachers’ reactions to disruptive behavior were outlined; they included
direct and indirect approaches and efforts to conceal emotions and to understand
students’ behavior. After that, teachers’ feelings of shock, surprise, regret, irritation,
annoyance, anger and fear were described. Next, teachers’ accounts of the training they
have received to deal with disruptive behavior as well as the support they received from
colleagues and supervisors were presented. The following chapter includes major
findings of the study and their relationship to the literature, the study’s implications and
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recommendations for future training, its limitations, my recommendations for future
research and my final reflections.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The purpose of this study was to describe the disruptive or resistive behavior and
challenges to authority that adult ESL students exhibit. It also investigated teachers’
reactions to such behavior and their perceptions regarding the reasons students behave the
way they do. The following question guided my research: “What are teachers’
interpretations of possible causes of disruptive behavior by learners in adult ESL
classes?” In addition, I examined the following sub-questions: “How have other ESL
teachers responded to disruptive behavior?” “Why did they respond in the way they did?”
and “How did teachers feel about the incident and the way they responded?” I relayed
the results of my study in the previous chapter. In this chapter, I will present my major
findings, the implications, the limitations of the study and my recommendations for
future studies.
Major Findings
This section details my major findings. This study shows that while disruptive
behavior—especially minor disruption—is common in the adult ESL classroom, teachers
have had little training to address it. Also, while teachers thought deeply about the
possible causes for disruptive behavior and therefore generated many theories to explain
it, they rarely drew solid conclusions. That said, culture and student mental health issues
were strong themes that emerged from teacher perspectives. Despite the lack of training,
teachers felt satisfied with how they dealt with their major incidents, which was usually
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in a direct way. However, one teacher, Frank, employed a, perhaps, more culturallyappropriate indirect method, which proved to be effective. The support teachers got from
colleagues was helpful, but the support from supervisors was mixed. Finally, teachers
seem to agree that disruptive behavior can be prevented by engaging students and by
setting clear expectations for student behavior.
Lack of Training to Address a Common Problem
Before I embarked on this study, I thought that some teachers of adult ESL may
have gone into the field, in part, because they expected not to have to deal with
disciplining students, as they would in a K-12 environment. The underlying assumption
of this is that discipline and the disruption that precedes it are not a part of the adult
education classroom. It would be safe to assume then, that teachers would be surprised
or even shocked when they faced disruption in their adult education classrooms. This
assumption was evident in teachers’ reactions to disruptive behavior in this study. The
majority of interviewees expressed surprise or shock when they recounted their students’
behavior.
The finding that the majority of teachers had received little to no training to deal
with disruptive ESL students is linked to the previous finding that they were surprised
when they encountered it. It is difficult to imagine a K-12 teacher—with even just a year
of experience—with little to no training in classroom management from either an
undergraduate degree program or professional development session. But, the majority of
teachers of adults interviewed indicated they had little to no training to deal with
disruptive behavior in their adult students. While Dobmeier and Moran (2008) did not
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ask survey respondents if they had had training in dealing with disruptive behavior as this
study did, the participants in that study expressed a desire for such training.
Teachers have almost no training to deal with disruptive behavior, yet this study
found that it, though usually minor, is quite common. Nearly ninety-eight percent of
teachers surveyed indicated that they had experienced the disruptive behaviors listed in
the survey. The most commonly experienced behaviors were minor, such as talking to
classmates during teacher presentation, chronic tardiness, using cell phones in class, and
being slow to start a task. The literature describes these types of behavior as well.
According to Dobmeier and Moran (2008), the most common type of disruptive behavior,
which they describe as not intentionally disruptive, is inattention and includes
daydreaming, not focusing, engaging in side conversations with classmates and leaving
the classroom. Harrison (1986) listed missing class, daydreaming, socializing with
friends, not participating in class discussions and not completing homework as disruptive
behaviors found in High School Equivalency programs that, while common, are not
severe. The data I collected mirrors the results of previous studies and while these
behaviors are minor, they can interrupt teaching and learning.
While the majority of incidents are minor, more serious incidents do occur. For
example, the seriousness of Brianne’s experience with the student who yelled at her in
the hallway is evidenced by the following: her feeling of being intimidated and
disrespected and as if she did not want to return to work the following Monday, as well as
by the Program Manager asserting that if need be, she would counsel the student out of
the program. The time and energy that Frank put into analyzing and strategizing on how
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best to deal with Fuechy, who repeatedly halted his lessons with visits to his classroom, is
an indication of his incident’s seriousness. In fact, the simple fact that all five
interviewees were willing to take the time to participate in the study regarding their
incidents may be a reflection of their weightiness.
The incidents described by interviewees may constitute additions to the literature
and might fall in the more severe category of “acting out” that Dobmeier and Moran
(2008) outlined. This category includes the following behaviors: answering cell phones
in class, feigning yawns to convey boredom, abstaining from classroom activities and
saying that activities are not worthwhile. These acts are done in open defiance and may
be done to intentionally offend the teacher or classmates. Teachers who participated in
my survey included quite severe behaviors among those they experienced such as
physically fighting, physically threatening a classmate, intimidating a teacher and
bringing a weapon into the classroom. In short, rather serious behaviors, while somewhat
rare, do occur in adult ESL classrooms.
Teacher Perceptions of Causes for Behavior
Many theories. Interviewees thought deeply about their experiences and the reasons
behind disruptive student behavior. While survey data showed that teachers agree on
some possible reasons—minimal experience with formal schooling (74.5%), stressors
outside the classroom (72%), cultural misunderstanding (51.1%) and problems related to
adjusting to life in the United States (51.1%)—teachers who were interviewed often had
several theories about the more severe behaviors they experienced, but seemed to have
difficulty coming to any strong conclusions about why students behaved the way they
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did. For example, Frank listed the desire to protect or flirt with female students or to
demonstrate dominance as well as PTSD as possible reasons for his Fuechy’s behavior.
Kathy listed the following possible causes: lack of confidence, PTSD or a traumatic
brain injury, lack of respect for the teacher because of her informality or gender, fear of
loss of status and difficulties with cultural adjustment. This suggests that the reasons for
disruptive behavior in adult students may be quite complex. There may be many reasons
and the reasons for the behavior may change over time. The complexity of the situation
is, in part, because the adult ESL classroom is a complex environment where
expectations for teaching and learning are as varied as the students’ and teachers’
countries of origin.
Culture as a cause. In both interview and survey results, teachers indicated that they
thought culture played an important role in explaining disruptive behavior. In fact, every
interviewee mentioned the importance of culture in some way and a little over half of
survey respondents listed cultural misunderstanding as a possible reason for disruptive
behavior. This finding falls in line with existing research. In her article examining
communicative competence and what she calls “participant structure rules” in the adult
ESL classroom, Fowler-Frey (1998) asserts that rules of classroom participation are
defined by culture, gender, age and other factors. And according to Lemke, these rules
pertain to getting started, asking and answering questions, interrupting and keeping
control (as cited by Fowler-Frey, 1998). We saw how Carrie’s rules of participation for
when and how students should ask questions regarding teacher methods clashed with how
her student approached questioning her. Frank’s rules of participation for who should
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control the classroom and how were challenged by Fuechy’s interruptions. Likewise,
students’ expectations for participation may be challenged by teacher’s informality.
McGroarty (1993) suggests that students may think the teacher is “lazy” or may even be
offended if she is too informal, especially if students’ past educators have been rigid and
authoritative. Kathy thought that the informality of the field—and gave the example of
wearing jeans—may have contributed to Kaafi rejecting her moving him up to the next
level class.
Culturally-defined gender roles and their corresponding power dynamics came up
frequently in interviews. Teachers Carrie, Margaret, Brianne and Kathy—all women—
indicated that their interactions with their students—all men—may have been a result of
gender dynamics and the perceived position of men in relationship to women. The
Johnson-Bailey and Cervero (1998) study of university classrooms suggests that if
students perceive their own positionality due to race, gender and class to be superior to
that of their instructor, it was socially acceptable to challenge their instructor or become
disruptive. Therefore, perceived higher position on the part of the student—in these
cases, because of gender—may be a reason for disruption. In addition, 51.1% and 17%
of survey respondents in this study indicated that cultural misunderstanding and student’s
gender bias respectively were factors that explained disruptive behavior.
Mental health issues. Existing research regarding the affects of a traumatic past on
skills needed for learning and classroom work reflect the findings of this study. Horsman
(as cited by Magro, 2008) found that adults who have experienced trauma may
experience impaired ability to concentrate and retain new information as well as
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reluctance to take risks or try new things. These results of a traumatic past may be
construed as resistance by teachers. Traumatic pasts and the mental health issues that
sometimes go along with them were perceived to be possible factors for disruption by
teachers in this study. Thirty-four percent of survey respondents thought mental health
could explain a student’s disruptive behavior and 23.4% thought a traumatic past played a
role. Nearly all of teachers interviewed mentioned some form of mental health or brainrelated issue as a possible cause for the behavior.
Teachers’ Assessments of Their Responses
Despite not expecting it and having little training to deal with it, teachers in this
study have been satisfied with how they have handled disruptive behavior in their adult
ESL students. Nearly seventy-nine (78.7%) percent of survey respondents chose “agree”
when presented with the statement, “I have usually dealt with disruptive behavior
effectively.” And, as many as 14.9% strongly agreed with the statement. With one
exception of Margret not feeling particularly satisfied with how she dealt with
Mohammed, all the teachers who were interviewed seemed generally satisfied with how
they dealt with disruptive behavior in their students. Their responses have been to work
hard to understand the behavior and to deal with it directly without showing emotion.
Interview and survey data from this study as well as existing research seem to
conclude that the best way to deal with disruptive behavior is to have a private, direct,
supportive conversation with the learner. Similarly, in their 2008 study, Dobmier and
Moran reported that their survey respondents recommended having a private conversation
with learners regarding disruptive behavior. When asked how they responded to
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disruptive behavior, eighty percent of survey respondents in the current study indicated
that they discuss problematic behavior with learners in private. Conversations in
interviews revealed that Carrie, Margret, Brianne and Kristin all held private
conversations with their learners regarding disruptive behavior.
While teachers may agree on this tactic, when we consider the fact that 75% of
respondents in the Dobmeier and Moran study and 95.7% of participants in the current
study identified as white, it begs the question, “Is this the most effective, culturallyappropriate strategy?” Frank’s experience may suggest otherwise. Frank was the only
interviewee in my study who did not have a direct, private conversation with his
troublesome student. He did directly ask Fuechy to leave when he first began to interrupt
his class, but this was not an effective strategy, as Fuechy simply ignored this request.
Soon after the initial incident, Frank adopted an indirect strategy that he learned
from his work in bars. He aimed to not be openly aggressive, as he thought this would
not reflect well on him and would escalate the situation. While the teacher saw the
student’s surface motivation to get the attention of this woman, he primarily saw the
behavior as a challenge to his authority. He said, “He may not even be trying to hit on
her [the female student], but he’s definitely disrespecting me, and he knows it.” As the
Frank thought about how he would handle the student, he aimed to walk a line between
not being too assertive, which would play into the power struggle, but he also did not
want to be under-assertive because then Fuechy would continue the behavior.
Eventually Frank decided to start inviting Fuechy to participate in his class and
began greeting him kindly whenever he saw him in the school. This would allow him to
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continue teaching and to not feel so irritated by Fuechy. This non-confrontational
approach worked in that it caused Fuechy to be progressively less disruptive by first only
coming in to the room during class breaks and then staying for less and less time with
each visit until it became just a one or two minute “hello” visit. Frank felt it worked
because he, in a different way, gave Fuechy the respect he wanted. Frank tried to convey
the message that he did not want to engage in a power play, and he simply wanted to
teach his class.
Perhaps Frank’s analysis of the situation and approach can be a lesson in crosscultural conflict for other teachers. When his initial strategy of speaking directly to
Fuechy about his behavior—a strategy that is informed by his own culture—failed, he
adopted a strategy that may have been more culturally amenable to the Hmong student—
one of indirectness that aimed to convey respect to the student.
Support from Colleagues and Supervisors
Part of what may make teachers successful when dealing with disruptive behavior
in their students is the support they receive from colleagues and supervisors. Participants
in the Dobmeier and Moran (2008) study indicated that administrators have a role to play
in addressing disruptive behavior in students in the form of providing and putting into
action policies regarding the issue. Some participants also recommended that support
from supervisors come in the form of training on how to deal with incidents. This
existing research provides recommendations for the future, but does not show how
support from colleagues and supervisors can aid in addressing student disruptive
behavior. The current study does, however.
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One way in which support from colleagues aided participants in their issues with
students was the knowledge that other teachers had had problems with the same students.
Through discussions with colleagues, Carrie, Margaret and Brianne all were aware that
the same students had been problematic for other teachers. This may have allowed the
teachers to distance themselves from the conflicts, not take them personally and,
therefore, deal with them more effectively. This suggests that support from colleagues
can be important in aiding teachers in dealing with disruptive behaviors.
Help from supervisors may also be instrumental in increasing teacher satisfaction
with how they deal with disruptive learners. In the current study, of the twenty-nine
survey respondents who enlisted the help of a supervisor, the vast majority had good
results. Eight-six percent (86.2%) of those who asked for help from a supervisor reported
that the help and guidance was adequate. Brianne’s superiors offered to counsel her
troublesome student out of their program if he continued to be a problem for her. While
Dobmeire and Moran (2008) did not look at whether or not teachers enlisted the help of a
colleague or supervisor in their study, it indicated that teachers believe that administrators
have a role to play in dealing with disruptive behaviors. Participants recommended that
administrators develop policies regarding behavior, make teachers and students aware of
them and follow through on those policies.
Teachers often operate in their classrooms as islands and have to depend on their
own devices in many situations. I think that the interviewees in this study showed great
resilience and self-reliance when it comes to their success in dealing with the incidents
they experienced. And it seems that the added support from colleagues and supervisors
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could lead to even greater teacher satisfaction in their assessment of how they deal with
disruptive students.
Steps to Prevent Disruptive Behavior
Engaging students. Keeping students engaged and fostering a good learning
environment are ways of preventing disruptive behavior. Dobmeier and Moran (2008)
recommend that teachers conduct activities that pique students’ intellectual curiosity and
explain their relevance. Teachers surveyed in this study seem to agree. Nearly ninetytwo percent indicated that they had executed engaging, relevant lessons to, in part,
prevent disruption. Becker et al recommend that teachers take an interest in students by
making conversation with them (as cited by Harrison, 1986). Teachers surveyed seem to
agree that taking similar steps to develop a positive learning environment helps to prevent
disruptive behavior. Nearly 98% reported that they minimized stress in the classroom by
providing a friendly and supportive environment.
Setting clear expectations. Teachers’ actions or explicitly stated opinions indicate that
they think it is important to inform students of their expectations and acceptable
classroom behavior. This can be done to help prevent disruptive behaviors. While she
did not say this, Carrie’s actions implied that she valued the importance of informing
students’ of proper classroom behavior. She approached the situation of Careem
questioning her method of providing feedback as a teachable moment to inform him of
what she deemed to be an inappropriate way of addressing a teacher. She coached him
on how he could more appropriately make a suggestion to an instructor in the future.
Margret talked about being fair to all students and sticking to the policies and
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expectations she had outlined in her syllabus. Brianne went to great lengths to make her
expectations about punctuality clear to students; she talked about the importance of
arriving on time and discussed with students how tardiness affects the teacher and the rest
of the students as well as the school’s attendance reporting. Kathy thought that she
provided the student with the information he needed to understand her decision and she
held firm on her decision. She thought she provided direct, clear instructions and
rationale. On a related note, Brianne and Frank reported that they thought a unified,
school-wide policy or code of student conduct may have been helpful in dealing with
disruptive incidents.
Fowler-Frey (1998) asserts that teachers rarely make their expectations for
classroom behavior clear, but they ought to do so. The subjects of this study agree with
that recommendation: many interviewees and 91.5% of survey respondents thought it
important to communicate expectations for classroom behavior to students. But if we
assume these teachers actually did communicate their expectations, it is unclear that such
a strategy works, as teachers still experienced several disruptive behaviors.
Implications
Because disruptive behavior in adult ESL students is common, teachers need
training on how to deal with it. Infractions are generally minor, but minor infractions,
such as a ringing cell phone, disrupt the learning environment and the teacher’s response
is linked to important cultural information students can take into the world outside of the
classroom. And sometimes, as we saw in most of the incidents described by
interviewees, incidents are more severe and may affect the teacher, the student and the
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learning environment in general quite deeply. This, coupled with the fact that many
teachers of adult ESL do not expect to deal with disruption in the classroom, warrants
some kind of education or training on the topic as a part of certificate, Master’s degree
program and professional development sessions. Several respondents in the Dobmeier
and Moran (2008) study indicated that they would like the opportunity to participate in
peer-led training programs on disruptive behavior. This training could be hours long and
could involve teachers defining disruptive behavior and coming to consensus on how to
deal with it.
In such a training, teachers could examine particular cases they are dealing with at
the moment, or the vignettes from this study could be used. Teachers could be prompted
to put themselves in the shoes of the teacher in the situation and interpret the behavior
from their perspective. This could be followed by making the bigger leap to being in the
student’s shoes and thinking about his situation and the possible reasons for his behavior.
Because teachers in this study often pointed to culture as a possible explanation for
disruptive behavior, teachers should be given the opportunity to dig deep into that
student’s culture to help inform their perspective on student classroom behavior. A
cultural informant could provide information on the migration history, culture and likely
prior school experience for the cultural group of the student. Teachers could then work
together to come to a conclusion on how best to address the student’s behavior, which
may not be in a direct way, which was the method most teachers in this study employed.
Providing teachers with the opportunity to put themselves in the shoes of their
students—which this training would provide—is crucial to understanding student
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behavior. In this study, Frank seems to have made the best effort at this, but my own
cursory research into Hmong culture provides additional possible insight as to the why
Fuechy behaved the way he did. A salient Hmong value involves showing respect for
elders (Sandage et al, 2003). By Frank’s estimate, Fuechy was Frank’s elder by ten to
fifteen years. If we consider the Hmong cultural value of showing respect for elders, it is
easy to see how Fuechy would believe that, especially within the context of a Hmong
organization, if he wanted to speak Hmong to students in a class, by virtue of his age
relative to the teacher of the class, he would have the right to do so.
Furthermore, Frank’s indirect method of dealing with Fuechy’s interruption of
the class may have been successful, in part, due to the Hmong cultural value of the
avoidance of loss of face (Sandage et al, 2003). Frank’s strategy of inviting Fuechy to
join his class allowed Fuechy to save face because Frank did not directly confront or
challenge Fuechy (his elder) in front of other students. It also allowed Frank to save face
because he still maintained his authoritative role as the person in control of the
classroom. These bits of cultural information can allow teachers to see what they
consider to be disruptive behavior in a very different light.
Turning to the other side of the cultural coin, these incidents indicate that students
may benefit from training in American conflict resolution. Students Careem, Moti,
Belendia and Kaafi used culturally inappropriate methods for an American context to
address conflicts with teachers such as raising their voices, showing anger and using what
teachers called “agitated body language.” Their tone and lack of language ability may
have also contributed to teachers’ negative interpretations of their words and actions.
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This is preventable if students have the tools to address a conflict with a teacher in a more
culturally well-informed way. The classroom should be used as a safe training ground
for students to learn the ways of American culture so that they may avoid conflict with
those outside the classroom who may not be as empathetic as their teachers may be.
Limitations
I think that perhaps a more experienced and skilled interviewer may have been
better able to get interviewees to come to more solid conclusions about their
interpretations of disruptive student behavior. While teachers seemed to have thought
about why their students behaved the way they did, our discussions may have been the
first time they had talked at length about the reasons for the behavior. An experienced
interviewer may have been able to guide interviewees through their thought process
better and helped them to put their finger on a primary reason for the student’s behavior.
A second limitation is that the survey questions could have been better aligned
with the interview questions. For example, I asked teachers what training they had
received to deal with disruptive behavior in students in the interviews, but I did not in the
survey. This could have been easily done in the survey and would have gathered helpful
information from a much larger sample than the interviews did.
Future Research
Because there is virtually no research specific to adult ESL classroom disruption,
this study aimed to breach the topic and to gather information from perhaps the most
readily available source—teachers. However, because the study shows that while
teachers may have many ideas about why students behave the way they do, but no strong,
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solid conclusions, in future studies, it may be useful to delve deeply into one or two case
studies. These should involve the opinions and observations of students who witness the
behavior, the teacher, the student involved and, perhaps, a cultural informant and
interpreter. The process of collecting all these perspectives may even be healing for
those involved as it may lead to a better understanding of each person’s actions. While
this study outlines teachers’ perceptions of disruptive behavior, to understand the
behavior, it is necessary to get to the actual reasons for the disruptive behavior, which
may be uncovered if more perspectives are included.
With regard to preventing disruptive behavior, a quantitative study could be
designed to determine whether or not communicating classroom behavior expectations
had an effect on the frequency and severity of disruptive incidents. I see a need for this
because teachers in this study seem to agree that communicating expectations is a useful
strategy for preventing disruptive behavior, yet disruptive behavior was still quite
common.
Final Reflections
The impetus for this study was my own experience with a resistive student. A 40something Hmong man in my class did not follow my recommendation to move to
another, in my opinion, more suitable class, in the same way Kathy’s student did. He
exhibited other more minor resistive behaviors, as did the students of Kathy, Brianne,
Margret and Carrie. The incident was very troubling to me, as was Brianne’s, and I
thought long and hard about the reasons for the behavior as the majority of teachers
interviewed for this study did. I do not think that I understand the incident any better
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than I did before, but it has certainly helped me to know that other teachers have had
similarly troubling experiences and to see how their resilience carried them though the
event. The survey data also helps me to know that disruptive behavior in adult ESL
students is, in fact, quite common and that other teachers have also had little training to
deal with it. I can conclude that disruptive behavior in adult ESL students is a real issue
for teachers worth further investigation.
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Informed Consent and Survey
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Dear Participant:
I am a graduate student at Hamline University. As a part of the required coursework to
complete a Masters degree in English as a Second Language I must conduct my own
original research for the capstone project. Once completed, this capstone is treated as
public scholarship and will be available to the public on the shelves of Hamline’s Bush
Library. It may also be published or used in some other way.
The topic of the study is teachers’ experiences with adult English as a second language
students who have exhibited defiant or resistive behavior or challenged teacher authority
in some way. It will also investigate teachers’ responses to such behavior as well as
teachers’ perspectives on what the cause of the behavior is. Therefore, only teachers who
have had at least one year of experience teaching English as a second language to adults
are asked to participate. While this is the plan for the study, the research and writing of
the capstone may change focus during the course of the project.
I request that you participate in this study by completing an online survey. The survey
can be accessed by clicking on this link. It consists of fourteen multiple-choice questions
and will take about twenty minutes to complete. Your replies will not be associated with
any identifying information and will therefore be anonymous. Participation in the study
is voluntary and you are free to withdraw at any time with no negative consequences.
While the risks of participating in the study are minimal, you may experience discomfort
in thinking about the topic. However, you may benefit from reading a summary of the
survey results. Please email me if you wish to receive this summary.
By completing this survey, you are providing your informed consent to participate in this
study.
Sincerely,
Meghan Boyle
Teachers' Experiences with Adult English Language Learner Disruptive
1. Do you have at least one year of experience teaching adult English Language
Learners?
yes
no
2. Please select your gender.
female
male
3. Please select your age.
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18-24
25-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60 or older
4. Please select your race.
African American or Black
Asian
Hispanic
Native American
White
mixed race
Other, please describe.
5. Please enter your ethnicity, if any.
6. Number of years teaching adult ESL. Add part time years plus fulltime years.
Less than 1 year
1-4
5-9
10-15
more than 15 years
7. Setting (select all that apply)
college or university
nonprofit
community based program or community based organization (CBO)
Adult Basic Education (ABE) program associated with a school district
private company
8. In this study, disruptive behavior is defined as any behavior that has a negative effect
on the teaching or learning process. This behavior may include frequent tardiness, leaving
the classroom during teacher presentation, questioning teacher methods in front of the
class, being slow to start or remain on task and physical threats of violence to the teacher
or classmates. Think about all of your experiences teaching adults ESL. Which of the
following behaviors have your students exhibited? Check all that apply.
looking at inappropriate material on classroom computers
deliberately not following directions
using profanity while knowing it is not appropriate school language
not following teacher recommendations
chronic tardiness
being rude to classmates (saying disrespectful things, laughing at classmates, not
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allowing others to contribute)
flirting with classmates
not participating fully
physically threatening a classmate or teacher
stating that teacher methods are ineffective in front of the class
being slow to start a task
using cell phones in class (ringers on, answering during class)
physically fighting
not staying on task
talking to classmates during teacher presentation
leaving the classroom at inappropriate times
none of the above
Other (please describe)
9. Rank the following behaviors from most common (at the top) to least common (at the
bottom) according to your experience. You can drag the choices up or down to rank
them.
being rude to classmates (saying disrespectful things, laughing at classmates, not
allowing others to contribute)
being slow to start a task
chronic tardiness
deliberately not following directions
flirting with classmates
leaving the classroom at inappropriate times
looking at inappropriate material on classroom computers
not following teacher recommendations
not participating fully
not staying on task
physically fighting
physically threatening a classmate or teacher
stating that teacher methods are ineffective in front of the class
talking to classmates during teacher presentation
using cell phones in class (ringers on, answering during class)
using profanity while knowing it is not appropriate school language
10. In your opinion, which of the following are possible causes of disruptive student
behavior in your learners? Choose the five causes you believe are the most common or
likely. Please choose only five.
age difference between student and teacher
communication problems between teacher and student
cultural misunderstanding
poorly designed learning activities
poor teacher student relationship
problems related to adjusting to life in the United States
problems related to a traumatic past
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problems with authority figures
stressors outside the classroom (illness, work, family, etc.)
student boredom
student disability
student laziness
student mental health issues
student physical health issues
student’s gender bias
student’s minimal experience with formal schooling
Other (please specify)
11. Which of the following have you done to prevent disruptive behavior? Check all that
apply.
made accommodations for students’ learning and developmental disabilities
educated learners about the effects of poverty, violence and abuse on their ability
to learn
made expectations for student behavior clear to students
minimized stress in the classroom by promoting a friendly and supportive
environment
executed engaging, relevant lessons
sought out training to deal with disruptive behavior
none of the above
Other (please specify)
12. How have you responded to disruptive behavior? Check all that apply.
develop and support the self-esteem of learners
address disruptive behavior immediately
problem solve with the learner
discuss problematic behavior with learners in private
ignore minor infractions
none of the above
Other (please specify)
13. I have usually dealt with disruptive behavior effectively.
strongly agree
agree
disagree
strongly disagree
14. Have you ever enlisted the help of a supervisor when dealing with disruptive
behavior?
yes
no
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15. Did the supervisor provide adequate help and guidance?
yes
no
not applicable (I did not get help from a supervisor).
16. Are you interested in learning more about doing an interview with the researcher of
this study? If so, please provide your name and email address. The anonymity of your
survey responses will be preserved.

Thank you for your time and participation! It is much appreciated.
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Appendix B
Interview Guide
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Teacher
Gender:
Race:
Ethnicity:
Age:
Number of years of experience teaching adult ESL:
Site description:
My study pertains to what teachers might call “difficult” adult ESL students. These
students could be called resistive in that they seem to deliberately not do as they are
asked, are slow to get started on classroom activities or do not stay on task. They could
also be called disruptive in that they arrive late, leave the classroom at inappropriate
times or engage in side conversations with other students while the teacher is talking.
These students might be difficult because they challenge teacher’s authority by
questioning their methods or their grading of an assignment in front of the class.
1. Tell me about an experience you have had with a student exhibiting this type of
behavior. (What did s/he do?) (If there are several incidents, choose the one that
troubled you the most.)
Student
Gender:
Race:
Ethnicity:
Nation of origin:
Years in the US:
Age (approximate):
Level:
Years of formal schooling before the age of 18:
2. For what reasons do you consider this behavior to be resistive?
3. How did the behavior/incident make you feel?
4. What was your immediate reaction at the time of the incident? / Early on, what
was your reaction to the student’s behavior?
5. If the behavior continued over a period of time, how did you deal with it?
6. How do you think your actions or inactions affected the student’s subsequent
behavior?
7. What help from others in your organization did you get in dealing with the
incident?
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8. How did having the student in your class make you feel about going to work in
general?
9. What are your reflections on how you handled the incident/behavior?
10. What kind of training did you have to deal with this kind of an incident/behavior?
11. What do you think are some possible reasons for the student’s behavior?
12. What else would you like to share about this experience? ‘
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Dear Participant:
I am a graduate student at Hamline University. As a part of the required coursework to
complete a Masters degree in English as a Second Language I must conduct my own
original research for the capstone project. Once completed, this capstone is treated as
public scholarship and will be available to the public on the shelves of Hamline’s Bush
Library. It may also be published or used in some other way.
The topic of the study is teachers’ experiences with adult English as a second language
students who have exhibited defiant or resistive behavior or challenged teacher authority
in some way. It will also investigate teachers’ responses to such behavior as well as
teachers’ perspectives on what the cause of the behavior is. While this is the plan for the
study, the research and writing of the capstone may change focus during the course of the
project.
I request that you participate in this study by allowing me to conduct one face-to-face
interview with you. It will take place in a public place such as a library and will take
approximately 30 minutes. The interview, along with others from other participants, will
be recorded and analyzed. Your replies will be held in the strictest of confidence and will
remain anonymous with the use of pseudonyms for you and any students, co-workers,
supervisors and organizations you mention. Participation in the study is voluntary and
you are free to withdraw at any time with no negative consequences.
While the risks of participating in the study are minimal, you may experience discomfort
in discussing the topic. However, you may benefit from reading a summary of results to
include other participants’ anonymous responses regarding how they have dealt with
defiant students.
If you agree to participate, please sign the attached consent form. Thank you for your
consideration.
Sincerely,

Meghan Boyle
1328 5th Street NE
Minneapolis, MN 55413
(920) 266-3709
mboyle02@hamlineuniversity.edu
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Dear Meghan Boyle:
The purpose of this letter is to confirm that I have received and read your recent request
to participate in the research project you are conducting as a part of your graduate degree
at Hamline University.
I understand that the purpose of this study is to investigate teachers’ experiences with
adult English as a second language students who have exhibited defiant or resistive
behavior or challenged teacher authority in some way. It will also investigate teachers’
responses to such behavior as well as teachers’ perspectives on what the cause of the
behavior is.
I understand the time commitment required, risks and benefits of the study and agree to
participate.
Signed,

_________________________________________________________________
Participant
Date: ____________________________
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